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ABSTRACT

The program BMPAT is a FORTRAN 77 program designed to readily evaluate
the amplitude and phase response of general three-dimensional sonar receiving
arrays to plane wave arrivals. The program output is directed to two output
files, one for amplitude response and the other for phase response, both of
which are formatted for plotting using the DREA Surveillance Acoustics
Plotting Package, SAPLOT. Features in the program include the ability to
handle array elements that have directional response, provision for element
amplitude and phase imbalance and for array distortion. The beamforming
operation is a linear operation and the steering vectors can either be input
directly or can be calculated for phase-to-a-plane beamforming. There are
several amplitude window functions resident in the program and additional
functions can be input via tables. Beam patterns are sampled in planes which
can be arbitrarily oriented relative to the array co-ordinate system.
Beamwidths in the sample planes are calculated and the directivity index of
beams can optionally be calculated.

SOMMAIRE

Le logiciel BMPAT, r~dig6 en FORTRAN 77, est conqu pour l'valuation
rapide de la r6ponse en amplitude et de la r~ponse en phase de r6seaux
r6cepteurs sonar tridimensionnels g~n6raux en pr6sence d'ondes planes
d'arriv6e. Le logiciel produit deux fichiers de sortie, l'un pour la r6ponse
en amplitude et l'autre pour la r~ponse en phase; ces deux fichiers sont
format~s en provision du traqage au moyen de SAPLOT, le progiciel de traqage
en surveillance acoustique de CRDA. Parmi les fonctions du logiciel, on
compte la possibilit6 du traitement des 616ments de r6seau A r6ponse
directive; de plus, le logiciel peut tenir compte de l'amplitude et de
l'asym6trie de 11l6ment, ainsi que de Ia d~formation du r~seau. L'op6ration
de conformation du faisceau est une op~ration lin6aire; les vecteurs de
pilotage peuvent Atre calcul~s en fonction de Ia conformation de faisceau de
phase A plan. Le logiciel comporte plusieurs fonctions & fenftre d'amplitude,
tandis que d'autres fonctions peuvent Atre introduites au moyen de certains
tableaux. Les diagramumes de faisceau sont 6chantillonn6s dans des plans A

orientation arbitraire par rapport au syst&me de coordonn6es du r6seau. La
largeur de faisceau dans les plans 6chantillonn6s est calcul6e et il existe
une option de calcul de l'indice de directivit6 des faisceaux.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is often useful to be able to quickly evaluate and display the amplitude and phase
response of sonar receiving arrays. The program BMPAT is designed for that purpose. It has
been written to be as flexible as possible, both from the perspective of the array and beamforming
operations and with respect to the user's interaction with the program. The program is written in
FORTRAN 77 to operate on a VAX computer. Program output is directed to two output files, one
for amplitude response and the other for phase response, formatted for display using the DREA
Surveillance Acoustics Plotting Package, SAPLOT[1]. In this form the data is available for display
and as ASCII data. Beam widths are calculated and the directivity index of beams can be
calculated if desired. These quantities are output with the amplitude response.

The program architecture allows the use of the keyboard and of files for the input of data,
and the flexibility to switch back and forth at will. This is an advantage when, for instance, a
fairly complicated array is to be considered and it is desired to examine the amplitude response at a
number of frequencies and for a number of beam steering directions. In such a case it would be
reasonable to input the array element positions from a file, but the frequencies and beam steering
directions could be readily input from the keyboard.

An attempt has been made to allow the maximum flexibility in the design of the array with
a minimum number of restrictions. The number of elements allowed is a function only of the
maximum number of elements specified by the program parameter MXNE. This number is
currently set at 100 but can readily be increased. The element positions are completely unrestricted.
The array elements can be directional, both for amplitude and phase response. Each element is
permitted to take on one of four possible directional characteristics; these include omnidirectional,
dipole and cardioid directivities as well as a user specified directivity as defined in a table. The
element directivity is restricted to be rotationally invariant about the element axis; however the
element axis can be arbitrarily oriented. The program allows for the inclusion of array distortion
and for error in the amplitude and phase response of individual elements.

The beamforming operation is restricted to linear bearnforming defined by the following
expression:

B (OL, 0 L) - VH S(OL'L),  (l-I)

where OL,0 L are the azimuthal and polar angles defining the look direction,

B (0L,9L) is the complex beam output in the look direction,

S (OL,0 L) is the array signal vector (a column vector) for a plane wave arriving
from the look direction,

and VH is the complex steering vector (a row vector), where the superscript H
represents Hermitian transpose.

In the program the look direction OL,0 L is replaced by only the azimuthal angle, OL' as the beam
response can only be examined in a plane. The sample plane however can be selectively oriented.

The array response that is calculated is the response to incoming plane waves that are
assumed to be completely coherent over the array aperture. Response to other forms of wavefronts
can be evaluated to a limited degree by utilizing the ability to use different element positions to
calculate steering vectors, by utilizing the ability to specify element amplitude and phase response
error or by inputting a steering vector directly that compensates for the non-plane nature of the
expected arrivals.
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The steering vector VH can either be input directly or can be calculated assuming phase to
a plane beamforming. To beamform to a plane, only the steering direction is required for input,
although the calculated vector can be modified by amplitude windowing. Other beamforming
schemes require that the vector be input directly. For the calculated vectors a number of amplitude
shading windows can be applied before beamforming. The program allows for rectangular, raised
cosine, raised cosine squared, Hann, Hamming, Gaussian and Taylor windows as well as two
table defined windows. The amplitude shading can be performed along a vertical axis, along a
horizontal axis or over a plane, and two window functions can be simultaneously applied. There is
also an option to compensate the window shading functions for unequal distribution of elements
over the array aperture. In the calculation of steering vectors it is possible to calculate the vector
either for the exact element positions or to define an array of assumed element positions from which
the steering vectors are calculated.

2. DETAILED FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

Program control is exercised through menu input with the following selectable options:

1 - Select keyboard for input
2 - Select a file for data input
3 - Enter frequency and sound speed
4 - Enter array element co-ordinates and element types
5 - Enter ideal (undistorted) array geometry
6 - Enter a table defining element response
7 - Enter element amplitude and phase imbalances
8 - Enter a steering vector
9 - Define amplitude windowing

10 - Calculate phase to a plane steering vector
11 - Calculate beam amplitude, phase response and/or directivity index
12 - Open output files
13 - Exit

The program has been designed so that it can be run interactively by responding to the keyboard
prompts with little or no reference to this document. However, to avoid excessive keyboard input
with the associated probability of typing errors, input files can be used, in which case the
descriptions of the required input data contained in this document will be of value. It should also
be noted that many of the functional steps require data that is input during the execution of other
program steps. Thus it is important to use care in selecting the order of the functional steps. In the
event that program operation is being controlled from the keyboard the user is prompted for the
required steps; however, if program control is from a file then errors of this type may be fatal. In
some cases the program will proceed, but default values will be used for required data that have not
been entered. In such cases the user is informed.

2.1 Option I - Keyboard input

On entry to the program the keyboard is the input data source, but if at some point a file
has been selected for data input, selecting step 1 from the menu returns control to the keyboard.
Thus the use of the menu to select keyboard or file input allows a great deal of flexibility in
inputting data.

2.2 Option 2 - File input

On selection of menu function 2 the next required input (from the currently active input
source) is the name of the new input file. If there is an error in opening this file the user will be
prompted again for the file name if the keyboard is the active input, but if the input source is a file,

2
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the program stops. For all input files the first line MUST be a line of text containing from 0 to 80
characters. Subsequent data in the file must contain menu selections which control the function of
the program, with each menu selection followed immediately by the required input data.

2.3 Option 3 - Entry of frequency and sound speed

This step requires only two lines of input: line 1 containing the frequency and line 2 the
speed of sound. The speed of sound must be in the same units as those used in specifying the
array geometry. It has a default option of 1500 m/s, selected by entering a carriage return rather
than a value.

2.4 Option 4 - Entry of Array geometry

In program step 4 the array co-ordinate system for input of the array geometry is specified
as a Cartesian, cylindrical or spherical co-ordinate system, the number of array elements is input,
the element positions are input and the directionality of each element is defined.

2.4.1 Array co-ordinate system

The array co-ordinate system is defined as a left-hand Cartesian co-ordinate system, which
can be imagined to have the x and y-axes horizontal with the x-axis pointing north, the y-axis east,
and the z-axis vertically up. The option is provided to specify element postions in this Cartesian
system or in either a cylindrical or a polar co-ordinate system. If the cylindrical system is selected,
the x-variable corresponds to the radius, the y-variable to the azimuthal angle (positive angles
relative to the x-axis (north) are to the east) and the z-variable to the distance along the z-axis. For
the polar system, the x-variable corresponds to the radius, the y-variable to the azimuthal angle and
the z-variable to the polar angle which is POSITIVE above the horizontal and NEGATIVE below.
(NOTE that this convention for polar angles is not the same as would be expected with a left-hand
co-ordinate system where the polar angle is equivalent to left-hand rotation about the y-axis.) C
selects Cartesian input co-ordinates, Y cylindrical co-ordinates and P polar co-ordinates. If
cylindical or polar co-ordinates are used for input they are converted to Cartesian immediately. The
co-ordinate units must be consistent with the units used for the sound speed which is input in step
3. All angular co-ordinates are in decimal degrees.

2.4.2 Array element types

The element type defines the phase and amplitude response of the elements. The response
of the elements can only be varied as a function of the polar angle (ie: the element response is
rotationally invariant), but the maximum response direction for each element in the array can be
oriented in any direction. The following selections of element type are available:

Type 0 - omnidirectional element,

1 - element response is table defined. If this option is selected it is
necessary to input the element response table by choosing step 4 from
the menu. If the element response table has not been input at the time
of the beam response calculation (step 11) the elements are assumed
to be omnidirectional.

3
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2 - dipole element. The amplitude response = abs(cos a) and the phase

response = 01 for a5 <900

= 1800 for a > 900 deg where a is the angle relative to
the element axis

3 - cardioid element. The amplitude response = .5 + .5cos( ac) and the
phase response = 00

2.4.3 Input for step 4

Following is a description of the input data for step 4:

line 1 - C,Y or P ( lower case letters are accepted) specifying input co-ordinate
system to be Cartesian, cylindical or polar.

line 2 - an integer specifying the number of elements in the array.
line 3 - for element 1; the element co-ordinates, element type and the azimuthal,

polar angle defining the orientation of the element axis. (The
element type must be an integer number)

line 4 - for element 2; ...............
line 5 - for element 3; ...............

etc.

2.4.4 Example

This paragraph contains a sample of input to the program which selects step 4 and defines
a circular array of 6 elements, of which three are cardioid and three are dipole elements, with the
peak element reponses oriented in the radial direction (see figure 1). Descriptive comments, which
are not part of the input are italicized.

4 step 4
Y cylindrical co-ordinates
6 6 elements in array
10.,0.,0.,3,0.,0. * element 1 -- co-ords (10 units, 0 0,0 units),rype 3, axis (0 0, 0o) **
l0.,60.,0.,2,60.,0. element 2
10.,120.,0.,3,120.,0. element 3
10.,180.,0.,2,180.,0. element4
10.,240.,0.,3,240.,0. element5
10.,300.,0.,2,300.,0. element 6

• In this and all following examples integer and real inputs are distinguished from each other by
inclusion of the decimal point in the real inputs; however, in the program free format is used for
input of numerical data and thus the decimal points need not be included. Commas are used as the
delimiter between variables in all of the examples but spaces are also acceptable.

•* The units in which the element positions are defined are the same as those used to define the
speed of sound, which is a required input in program step 3.

4
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a 6 element circular array with three cardioid and three dipole
elements. The element positions are shown, as well as the element amplitude
responses and the element axes.

2.5 Option 5 - Entry of ideal (undistorted) array geometry

In the case of a distorted array the actual and ideal positions of array elements may not be
the same. In calculating steering weights for beamforming the ideal element positions may
optionally be used, but for array response the element signals depend on the actual positions.
Thus this functional step allows the response of a distorted array to be examined for cases in which
the steering vectors are calculated. If steering vectors are input directly then the ideal array geomety
is not required.

The required input format for this step of the program is as follows:

line 1 - C,Y or P specifying the co-ordinate system to be Cartesian,
cylindrical or polar

line 2 - element 1 positional co-ordinates
line 3 - element 2 positional co-ordinates

line N+I - element N positional co-ordinates

If a distorted version of the circular array shown in figure 1 was input in step 4 and it is
desired to define the undistorted array for the purpose of calculating the steering vectors, the
program input would be as follows:

i '



5 step5
Y cylindrical co-ordinates
10.,0.,0.,3,0.,0. 1 element I co-ordinates (10 units, 0 0,0 units),
10.,60.,0.,2,60.,0. element 2 co-ordinates
10.,120.,0.,3,120.,0. element 3 co-ordinates
10., 180.,0.,2,180.,0. element 4 co-ordinates
10..240.,0.,3,240.,0. element 5 co-ordinates
10.,300.,0.,2,300.,0. element 6 co-ordinates

2.6 Option 6 - Entry of element response tables

To handle element responses other than omnidirectional, dipole and cardioid, the element
directionality must be input via a table. Element response is linearly interpolated from this table
during the calculation of array beam response for the appropriate array elements. As currently
configured, only a single element response table is handled by the program. Tables consist of the
independent variable, which is the angle in degrees relative to the element axis. This variable must
increase monotonically and usually ranges over values from 0 to 1800. Associated with each
independent variable is the element amplitude response in dB and the phase response in degrees.
Phase values must fall in the range ± 3600. Following is an example of step 6 input to define a
dipole element response, although due to the limited number of points included in the example, the
response is a fairly crude approximation. Note that table entry is terminated by a -1.

6 step6
0.,0.,0. angle re axis, amplitude response in dB, phase response
20.,-0.5,0. Note that the independent variable and 2 associated dependent
40.,-2.3,0. variables must be input in a single line
60.,-3.0,0.
80.,- 15.2,0.
89.9,-30.,0.
90.1,-30.,180.
100.,-15.2,180.
120,-3.0,180.
140.,-2.3,180.
160.,-0.5,180.
180.,0.,180.
-1 table entry is terminated

2.7 Option 7 - Entry of element amplitude and phase imbalance

It is through this step that element amplitude and phase errors can be applied. These errors
can either be input or calculated. If the input option is selected, amplitude and phase error for each
element are required. Calculated errors are taken from uniform random distributions and the only
input required is the maximum amplitude and phase errors (plus a seed for the random number
generator). In addition to applying errors to array elements, one of the available options in this step
is to reset previously specified errors to zero. Once element errors have been set they remain (even
if a new array is defined) until new values are input or the errors are zeroed. Errors are initially set
to zero.

The input required by step 7 is as follows:

line 1 - either R to indicate errors are to be random (this is the default)
I to indicate errors are to be input

or Z to indicate element errors to be zeroed.
,6
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if line is R if line I is I i ieIi

line 2 integer seed for amp(dB), phm(deg) no more input required
random number error for element 1
generator

line 3 maximum amp(dB), amplitude,pbase error
phase(deg) error for element 2

ine 4 - amplitude, phase error
for element 3

etc.

2.8 Option 8 - Entry of a steering vector

The steering vector is a complex vector of order equal to the number of array elements.
The vector VH in equation (1-1) is the steering vector. This vector can be input directly through
step 8 or calculated for phase to a plane beamforming through step 10. The input for step 8
consists of n lines, where n is the number of array elements, each containing the real and imaginary
parts of one steering vector element. These complex elements represent the amplitude and phase
factor applied to each of the array elements. As an example the following would be the input for a
two element array that is to be beamformed to generate a dipole response:

1.,0.
-1., 0.

2.9 Option 9 - Define amplitude windowing

Step 9 is the program function which enables amplitude weighting of the array before
beamforming. The windowing operations that are defined in this step are implemented at the time
of beamforming, which is performed in step 11. When the steering vector is input directly through
step 8, the windows defined in step 9 will not be implemented at the time of beamforming. Note
that once amplitude weighting has been set up through step 9, it will be applied until the weights are
redefined or the flag enabling the windowing operation is turned off.

Within step 9 there are three functional choices, one of which is selected by the first line of
input.

"I" in the first line selects input of a table defining an amplitude window,
"W" selects the definition of the window function and
"T" toggles the window flag (enables/disables windows).

The window flag is automatically raised when W is selected. If on entry to step 9, a window
function has not been defined through a previous entry into step 9, selecting 'T" has no effect
since the window flag cannot be raised if no window has previously been defined. If the window
flag is not raised at the time of beamforming all elements are assigned an amplitude weight of unity,
which defines a rectangular window.

2.9.1 Window tables

Inputting a table allows any window amplitude function to be employed. The program
can currently accept two tables, each defining an amplitude window, although only one table can
be input for each selection of function 9. Thus in order to input two tables, 9 must be selected

7



twice. When these tables re employed the window amplitudes are interpolated from the
axpropna table during the beamforing operation in step 11, using the interpolation subroutine

The asmumptons concerning the definition of windows in tables are as follows:

i. Windows are symmetric
ii the array apertur is 2, with the extreme elements positioned at- I and 1
iii. in the tables the independent variable is the normalized aperture which must

increase nootoxnicaly from 0 to I (only 1/2 window is defined due to
assumed symmetry)

iv. the dependent variable is the associated amplitude.

2.9.2 Resident window functions

In addition to the two windows that can be defined in the window table, the following
window functions am available:

i. ctnulr weighting
ii- Hann~ing) weighting
iii. Hamming weighting
iv. raised cosine weighting
v. raised cosine squared weighting
vi. Gaussian weighting
vii. Taylor weighting.

These windows an calculated with no consideration for variation in the directional response of the
elements. The functional form of each of these window is given below in terms of "p", the
projection of the element position on the normalized window axis. p takes on values from -I to I
For the Hann weighting function the quantity 4, the number of half-wavelengths in the projected

aperture, is also used in order to zew the window a half-wavelength beyond tlhe aperture, rather
than at the end elements. The Hann, Hamming and Gaussian windows an defined in Harms[2]
and the Taylor window in Trenholm and Young[31.

i. The Hann weighting function is defined as,
WT - 0.5 + 0.Scos ( xpx), (2.9-1)

where x = t(+2);

ii. the Hamming function as,

w'T = 0.46 + 0.54cos(0cpx); (.9-_

iii. the raised cosine function as,
WT= + (.5 - /2)cos(px) (2.9-31
where a is the fractional height of the pedestal and is

constrained to be in the range 0. to I;

iv. the raised cosine squared function as,
WT=o+(l- o)cos 2 (px/2); (29-4

8
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v. the Gaussian function as,
WT - exp (-0.5(yp) 2 ) (2.9-5)
where il is the parameter which establishes the mainlobe width and
sidelobe levels. Larger values will give a wider main beam and lower
sidelobes [2];

vi. and the Taylor function as,

WT =JI[y1 b-P ] (2.9-6)

where y is the Taylor parameter which, similar to T1 above, controls the
mainlobe width and sidelobe levels [3].

2.9.3 Definition of the window axis or plane

There ae several choices of axes or planes to which the window function may be applied.
These choices are:

1. window axis is in the horizontal plane fixed in azimuth independent of the
steering direction, referred to as a steering-independent horizontal
window;

2. window axis is in the horizontal plane but is defined as perpendicular to a
vector pointing in the steering direction, referred to as a steering-
dependent horizontal window;,

3. window axis is coincident with the z-axis, referred to as a steering-independent
vertical window;,

4. window axis is coincident with the z-axis of a co-ordinate system which has its
x-axis coincident with a vector pointing in the steering direction and its
y-axis in the horizontal plane, referred to as a steering-dependent vertical
window;

5. a two-dimensional window defined in a plane independent of steering
direction, referred to as a steering-independent 2-D window;

6. a two-dimensional window defined in a plane which is normal to a vector
pointing in the steering direction, referred to as a steering-dependent 2-D
window.

For selections I and 5 input is required to orient the window axis or plane.

2.9.4 Two-dimensional windows*

The two-dimensional window weight calculationsare based on the radial distance of each
element from the center of mass of the array in the plane of the window. These radial distances are
normalized by the projected array aperture, which for the 2-D windows is the maximum of the
projected radial distances (relative the center of mass) for all the elements.

*Caution should be exercised in the use of the 2-D windows. The author is unsure of the effect of
the use of the 2-D windows on beampatterns. The option has been included in the program to
increase the program flexibility.
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2.9.5 Simultaneous application of two windows

It is possible to apply two amplitude window functions simultaneously, in which case the
amplitude weight will be the product of the weights for each of the two windows. An example of
the utility of this option is given by a circular array of staves, where the staves consist of a number
of independent elements. In such a case it is customary to apply a window to each of the staves
and then to apply a window across the staves. If the staves are oriented along the z-axis such a
weighting scheme can be realized by simultaneosly applying a vertical steering-independent
window and a horizontal window.

2.9.6 Aperture sharing"

Another option for the calculation of the window weights is referred to as aperture sharing.
Most window schemes are considered in the context of equally spaced arrays. A window
designed to suppress sidelobes in an equi-spaced array may have quite a different effect when
applied to an unequally spaced array. In some circumstances it may be desirable to modify the
window weight for each element proportional to the share of aperture that the element occupies.
The option to compensate window weights for unequal spacing of elements along the window
axis, or in the case of 2-D windows, in the window plane, has been included. In the case of one-
dimensional windows the weight assigned to each element is inversely proportional to the fraction
of the aperture occupied by the element. The aperture share is evaluated by looking for the nearest
neighbours and assigning 1/2 the aperture between the nearest neighbours to the element. In the
event of co-located elements this share is divided by the number of coincident elements. For 2-D
windows the same procedure is followed except the radial distance from the center of mass of the
projected array is used in place of the projection on the window axis. Based on these radial
distances, an area of the window plane is associated with each element, rather than a share of a
linear aperture as is the case for 1-D windows. The weight associated with each element is
proportional to the inverse of the window area occupied by the element.

2.9.7 Input to step 9 (windowing)

The input is shown using the dialogue included in the program. The computer output is in
small font; user input is emboldened.

To enter a window table:
Definition of window amplitude functions
Enter E to input a window table

W to define windows
T to enable/disable windows? <W > ?? E

Enter the # to be used to identify table (max=2)? 1 or 2
Enter pairs of coords defining window: abcissaordinate

where abcissa = normalized aperture (0 to 1) and ordinate = window amplitude
-I terminates entry
X1,Y1
X2,Y2

-1

The maximum number of points in tables is set by the parameter MXTBEN and is currently 100.
The abcissa values Xl,X2.... must increase monotonically over the range 0. to 1.

** The aperture sharing option should be exercised with care. It is included to add flexibility to the
program; however, the results may differ from those desired.
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To define an amplitude window the computer dialogue and response is as follows:

Definition of window amplitude functions
Enter E to input a window table

W to define windows
T to enable/disable windows? <W > ?? W

Define the amplitude window to use in beamforming
Enter the # of independent windows to apply (max 2)? 1 or 2
** Enteparameters defining window I *
Select the window type as follows:

enter 1 to select angle independent horizontal window
2 to select angle dependent horizontal window
3 to select angle independent vertical window
4 to select angle dependent vertia window
5 to select angle indeplendent 2-d window
6 to select angle dependent 2-d window ? 1 to 6

If the above entry is 1, selecting an angle-independent horizontal window then:
Enter the azimuthal angle defining the window axis? 0 to 360

Or if the above entry is 6, selecting an angle-independent 2-D window then:
Enter azimuthal,polar angle defining normal to the window plane? -360 to 360, -90 to 90

Select the window form as follows:
enter 0 to select a rectangular window

1 to define window from table 1
2 to define window from table 2
3 to select a Hann window
4 to select a Hamming window
5 to select a raised cosine window
6 to select a raised cosine squared window
7 to select a Gaussian window
8 to select a Taylor window ? Oto8

If the above entry is 5 or 6, selecting a raised cosine or cosine squared window then:
Raised cosine (cos squared) window. Enter fractional height of pedestal: 0.to 1.

If the above entry is 7, selecting a Gaussian window then:
Gaussian window selected

Enter factor controlling mainlobe width/sidelobe levels? <2.5>?? 11

Or if the above entry is 8, selecting a Taylor window then:
Taylor window selected

Enter Taylor parameter controlling mainlobe width/sidelobe levels? <4.>?? y

Compensate window weights for unequal spacing of elements over the window
aperture? (NOTE that this option should be used with caution!) YIN? <N>?? Y or N

11



At this point the dialogue is repeated from the selection of the window type if the number of applied
windows is 2.

To enable/disable (toggle) the window:
Definition of window amplitude functions
Enter E to input a window table

W o define windows
T to enable/disable windows? <W > ?? T

2.10 Option 10 - Calculation of the steering vector

The steering vector can be calculated for phase-to-a-plane beamforming employing either
the actual positions of the array elements or their ideal positions. The only input required to this
step in the program is the steering direction and an indication that the actual or assumed (see
sections 2.4 and 2.5) element positions are to be used in calculating the vector. Dialogue with the
program during this step is as follows:

Phase to a plane beam steering selected
Enter the beam steering direction in the array co-ordinate system:

azimuthal, polar angles (deg)? *,O

Use actual(A) or ideal(I) element positions for steering? <A>?? A or I

The polar angle, 0, is positive above the horizontal plane and negative below. In the event that
ideal element positions are specified for calculation of the steering vector, but no ideal element
positions have been input through step 5, the actual positions are used instead.

2.11 Option 11 - Beam amplitude and phase response, and directivity index

In this step the plane in which the beam pattern is to be sampled is defined, the beam
amplitude and phase responses are calculated in this plane, the amplitude response is normalized,
the normalized amplitude and phase responses are output and, optionally, the directivity index is
calculated and output. Additionally the beamwidth in the sample plane is determined and output to
the beam amplitude output file.

2.11.1 Beam response normalization

The output beam response is always normalized relative to a peak response of 0 dB. This
peak reference is determined by one of the following user-selectable procedures:

1. The beam amplitude response is normalized so that the peak amplitude in the
output plot is 0 dB;

2. The beam amplitude response is normalized relative to the response in the
beam steering direction (this option is not available if the steering vector
has been input directly through step 8); or

3. The beam amplitude response is normalized relative to the absolute peak
amplitude response in three dimensions.

The factor used to normalize the beam amplitude response is output to the amplitude response file
so the absolute beam response is not lost.
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If option 3 is selected the absolute peak response is found by a search over three
dimensions. The angular step size used in this search is user selectable, with a default value of 0.5
degrees. Either the ideal array, which has no array distortion nor element imbalance, or the actual
array, including both distortion and element imbalance, can be used for determining the peak
response. Thus it is possible to readily display the effects of distortion and element imbalance on
the array response. It should be noted that the search for the peak response can be time consuming,
and thus the angular step size for the search should be selected to be no smaller than necessary.

2.11.2 Beamwidth

The beamwidth (full beamwidth to 3 dB down points) in the sample plane is determined (in
degrees) and written to the output file during the execution of this step, provided that a.- appropriate
peak occurs in the sampled portion of the beam response. The criterion used to define a peak is the
presence of a peak, that is within 0.1 dB of the maximum response in the plane, that is situated
between points that are 3 dB down, relative to the maximum response in the plane. In cases
where more than one peak occurs, the beamwidth output is the width of the narrowest peak. The
bearing of the peak associated with the output beamwidth is output along with the beamwidth.
Note that this bearing coincides with the bearing of the first maximum encountered between the
3-dB-down points. No interpolation is employed to refine this estimate, and thus if a precise peak
position is desired a small sample interval must be used. Linear interpolation is employed in
calculating the three-dB-down points. The size of the sampling increment can thus potentially
affect the accuracy of the calculated beamwidth. If high accuracy is required, this should be
reflected in the sampling interval that is input. If no peaks are identified in the sampled output, the
beamwidth and peak location contain asterisks.

2.11.3 Directivity index

The directivity index (DI) is defined as the ratio, expressed in dB, between the power
received by an omnidirectional receiver in an isotropic noise field, and the power received on the
beam in the same field. For this calcualtion the peak beam response must be scaled to equal the
response of the onnidirectional receiver. Calculation of the DI involves the same calculations as
those made in searching for the absolute peak, and the same angular step size is used. In
calculating the DI the actual array, as opposed to the ideal array, is used. Calculation of the DI, just
as searching for the absolute peak, is time consuming, and this should be kept in mind when
selecting the angular step size for these calculations. The DI, when calculated, is written to the
output amplitude file. If this output field contains asterisks it indicates that the DI has not been
calculated.

2.11.4 Sampling the beam response

The beam responses are always sampled in a plane. Sampling is accomplished by
calculating the response of the beam of interest, to plane waves arriving in the sample plane. This
plane can be oriented in any direction. Orientation of the sample plane is accomplished through aseries of rotational transformations, performed on the array co-ordinate system, which define a
sample co-ordinate system. (These transformations are described in more detail in the following
paragraphs.) The sample plane is the x-y plane in this sample co-ordinate system and the bearings
in this plane are relative to the x-axis (the sample x-axis bears 00).

Generally beam patterns are sampled only in the horizontal or vertical plane, and so the
program is set up so that these sample planes are readily selected. If it is desired to sample the
beam response in planes other than the horizontal or vertical, the required input is more complex.
The co-ordinate transformations for horizontal/vertical sample planes are transparent to the user.

13
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To sample the beam in the horizontal plane the only input required to set up the sample plane is the
reference azimuth, the true bearing at which the sample bearing is 00. For sampling in the vertical
plane the required input is identical except the reference azimuth defines the orientation of the
vertical plane. The sample bearing is always 0O in the horizontal plane with positive angles above
the horizontal.

Although horizontal and vertical sampling is most usual, the user may wish to sample in
other planes. One reason for sampling in other planes is to look at the effect of array tilt. Sampling
in planes other than horizontal or vertical involves the use of co-ordinate transformations, as
mentioned above. Both the array system and the sample system are left hand co-ordinate systems,
as described in section 2.4. The sample system is defined relative to the array system by the
sequence of rotations required to rotate the array system to be coincident with the sample system.

This sequence involves a rotation about the original z-axis (p), a rotation about the new y-axis (p d

and finally another z-axis rotation (pz.). All of these rotations have a left-handed sense which
means they are positive in a clock-wise direction. The sequence of rotations to make the
transformation from the array system to a sample system is shown schematically in figure 2.

In some circumstances it may be desired to either orient the x-axis of the sample system in
the north plane of the array system or reference it to this plane. The pz. rotation required to put the

x-axis in the north plane depends on the p. and py, rotations, and requires some calculation. Figure

3 illustrates the geometry of the situation. The angle 8 is the pz.. rotation which puts the x-axis of

the beam system in the north plane. The expression for 8 is as follows:

8 = sign cos-l(cos p. cos pz cos y+ sin p. sin y) (2.11-1)

where sign= I for sin pz < 0

= -1 for sin pz > 0

cosy= (1+ tan2 P Y.cos 2 pz) -1/2

and sin y= tan p .cos PZ cos Y.

Table 1 contains some examples of rotational coordinates that define sampling planes that are
neither vertical nor horizontal.

Table 1. Examples of rotational transformations for defining non-vertical/horizontal beam
sampling planes.

PA__..L- pz description of the sample Diane
0 -45 0 sample plane is oriented 450 relative to the horizontal,

sample system y-axis coincident with array system y-axis,
sample system x-axis in north plane 450 o

30 -45 0 sample plane is oriented at 45* relative to the horizontal,
sample system y-axis is horizontal bearing 120" relative to north,
sample system x-axis is not in north plane and is 450 above

horizontal
30 -45 -22. sample plane is oriented at 45° relative to the horizontal,

sample system x-axis is in the north plane,
sample system y-axis is above the horizontal

"14
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z

ARRAY CO-ORDINATE SYSTEM

y
~5ROTATE pz ABOUT z-AXIS

z

)J
ROTAT E p y ABOUT 9-AXIS

JJROTATE P2.. ABOUT z"-AXIS

SAMPLE CO-ORDINATE SYSTEM

/ / PLANE IN WHICH
BEAM IS SAMPLED

Figure 2. Rotaions involved in transforming the arry co-ordinate system to the sample
co-ordinate system.
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Figure 3. The rotation about the z"-axis required to put the x"-axis in the north plane is the
angle 8 illustrated in (1,). 8 is defined in terms of the angle y, the inclination of the
x'-y" plane in the north plane, shown in (a). The dashed line in (a) is the line along
which the x"-y" plane cuts the north plane. Both 8 and y have a left-hand sense and

thus the y in this example will be negative and the 8 positive.

2.11.5 Input for step I11

The required input to step I1I is demonstrated in the following input dialogue (the computer
prompts are shown in small font and the possible responses are emboldened):

Is the beam to be sampled in the horizontal (H), vertical (V) or other (0) plane? <H>?? H,V or 0

If the response to the above question is H indicating a horizontal sample plane then:

Enter the azimuthal angle to which the beam response is to be referenced? <0>?? -360 to 360

if the response is V indicating a vertical sample plane then:
Enter the azimuthal angle defining the orientation of the vertical sample plane? <0>?? -360 to 360

16
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or if the response is 0 indicating that the sample plane is neither horizontal nor vertical then:
Enter the z,y' rotations defining the sample plane? -180 to 180, -90 to 90.

Now if the other (0) plane has been selected, if the active input is the keyboard, and the
y' rotation entered above is in the range -85 to 85, THEN the user will be advised as to the
z" rotation required to put the beam system x-axis in the north plane as follows:

With these z,y' rotations the z" rotation required to put the beam x-axis in the north plane is ...

The dialogue continues, independently of the output of this advisory.

Enter the z" rotation to orient the x-axis of the beam system in the x-y plane? -360 to 360

The dialogue now continues independently of the chosen sample plane:

Enter the angles at which the beam is to be sampled: min, max, increment? _
Enter the type of normalization to employ where,
1. sets the peak response to 0 dB
2. normalizes relative to the beam response in the steering direction
3. normalized relative to the peak 3-dimensional response (NOTE this is slow)

1,2 or 3? <1>?? 1,2 or 3

If type 2 or 3 normalization is choosen then:

Use the response of the actual (A) or ideal (1) array for normalization? <A>?? A or I
(Be certain if selecting the ideal array that the ideal array geometry has been

input through step 5)

The dialogue continues independently of the type of normalization:

Is the directivity index to be calculated -TIS IS TIME CONSUMING (Y/N)? <N>?? Y or N

Now if type 3 normalization has been choosen and/or the directivity index is to be calculated:

Enter angular step size for peak search/directivity calculation? <0.5>??

(Select this input carefully to minimize calculation time - step size should be as
large as possible)

And the dialogue continues:

Enter the minimum beam power to plot:

(If a carriage return is entered the program will autoscale the output. This input only
affects the range statement in the output SAPLOT file and does not modify the output data.)

2.12 Option 12- Output file

New output files can be opened at any time by calling this functional step. The default
output files, which are used until other output files are opened via step 12, are BMPAT.AMP and
BMPAT.PHS. After step 12 has been executed the new output files will be FILENAME.AMP and
FILENAME.PHS for the case where the new output file name has been specified as FILENAME.
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The only dialogue with this step is as follows:

Enter name for output files (include no extension)? FILENAME

If there is an error in opening the new output file and the active input is the keyboard, the user will
be prompted again. If the active input is a file the program will stop on this error.

2.13 Description of the contents of the plot information lines

There are three information lines output at the top of each plot generated by the program.
The example following is an information header for an amplitude response plot. The information
header output to the corresponding phase plot does not include the beamwidth, the directivity index
nor the normalization information.

PLOT #2, FREQ = 100Hz, BMWIDTH=164.3deg at -33.deg, DI = -4.2 dB
NORM=lNORM FACTOR= 24.8 dB, WINDOW(S) #=2 type,form 2,3 3,7

AMPLITUDE RESPONSE IN HORIZONTAL PLANE relative 0. degrees

Plot # simply keeps track of the number of the plot in a single session with
BMPAT. The # is incremented each time functional step 11 is called in
the program. As soon as the program is exited the count is reset. Both
the amplitude response plot and the corresponding phase response plot
have the same plot #.

Beamwidth information is only output to the amplitude response file. The beamwidth
and location of the peak from which the beamwidth was determined is
indicated. The peak location may not coincide exactly with the maximum
response as a 0.1 dB tolerance is used in finding peaks. In the case of
more than one peak in the plot, the beamwidth output to the header is the
width of the narrowest peak. Asterisks are output in this field if there is
no peak in the plot. (see section 2.11.2)

DI The directivity index (DI) is output only on amplitude response plots. If
calculation of the DI was selected at the time the plot was being generated
(in step 11), then the value will be contained in this field; otherwise the
field will contain asterisks.

Norm indicates the the type of normalization used to scale the beam response,
1,2 or 3, defined as follows: (see also section 2.11. 1)

1. indicates maximum response in the output plot is set to 0 dB;
2. indicates the amplitude response has been normalized relative

to the beam response in the steering direction; (Either the
actual or ideal array can be used to determine the normalizing
power.)

3. indicates the maximum beam response in any direction is used
as the normalizing power. (Again either the actual or ideal
array can be used as the reference.)

Norm factor is the amplitude factor, expressed in dB, used to normalize the output
beam response. Output of this factor allows the user to recover the
absolute beam response, since the beam responses that are output are
relative. The normalization factor is only output on the amplitude
response plots.
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Windows (see section 2.9)
The second line of plot information indicates the amplitude windows
applied during the beamforming. The above example indicates there were
two windows applied, the first a type 2 window of form 3 and the second
a type 3 window of form 7. If no windows are applied during
beamforming then the type,form information does not appear.

The window TYPES are as follows:
1. angle-independent horizontal window
2. angle-dependent horizontal window
3. angle-independent vertical window
4. angle-dependent vertical window
5. angle-independent 2-D window
6. angle-dependent 2-D window.

The window FORMS are:
0. rectangular window
1. window from table 1
2. window from table 2
3. Hann window
4. Hamming window
5. raised cosine window
6. raised cosine squared window
7. Gaussian window
8. Taylor window.

If 10 is added to the window form it indicates that aperture averaging was
used in calculating the amplitude window.

The third information line indicates whether the plot is an amplitude or phase response
plot, and indicates the orientation of the plane in which the beam was
sampled. (see section 2.11.4)

3. SOME EXAMPLES

This section contains several examples of beam responses obtained from the program.
Only the plots for these are included in this section. Input dialogue, listings of the contents of
input files, and output file listings have been included in the appendices.

3.1 Circular array of cardioid and dipole elements.

The array in this example is the circular array shown in figure 1. Figures 4 to 7 show the
beam response for beams steered in direction 0,0. Figure 4 is the amplitude response in the
horizontal plane at a frequency of 100 Hz (the sound speed in this example is input as 4800 ft/sec)
and figure 5 is the corresponding phase response. Figure 6 is the vertical response for this same
beam. The horizontal response at 1000 Hz is shown in figure 7. The input dialogue generating
these plots is included in Appendix A, as is a listing of the input file CARD 1.DAT in which the
array geometry is defined, and an edited listing of the SAPLOT output file BMPAT.AMP.
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PLOT # 1. FREQ= 100.Hz. BMWIDTH=120.3deg at l80.deg, DI= 4.5 dB

NORM=1.NORU FACTOR= -9.6dB. WINDOW(S) 1=0

AMPLITUDE RESPONSE IN HORIZONTAL PLANE relative 0. degrees

0

1 -1
LU

-20

LUJ

-40

0 90 180 270 360
ANGLE (DEGREES)

Figure 4. Amplitude response in the horizontal plane for the circular array of Figure 1. The
steering direction is 00,00) and the frequency 100 Hz. Note that the peak response
is 180" off the steering direction.

PLOT 1 1. FREQ- 100.Hz

WINDOW(S) 1=0

PHASE RESPONSE IN HORIZONTAL PLANE relative 0. degrees

180
150
120

-~90

60

-80
O 0 862006

ANGLE (deg)

Figure 5. Phase response corresponding to Figure 4.
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PLOT # 2. FREQ- WO14z EUlTH- ".Mdg st odeg. 01-.".. 6l

NORM=1.NORM FACTOR- -9.6U. WINDOW(S) 1-0

AMPLITWE RESPONSE IN VERTICAL PLANE BEARING 180. degrees

0

rn
in. -10-
U,

-40-
I . . I - I . . I . I I

-180 -90 0 90 180
ANGLE (DEGREES)

Figure 6. Amplitude response in the vertical plane for the circular array of figure 1. The
steering direction is 00,00 and the frequency 100 Hz. The directivity index was
not calculated and thus this field in the output header is filled with asterisks.

PLOT 13S. FRE0- 1000144 H8* MTH 14.tdeg ot -27F4sq. Ofew.

NORM-iJIORM FACTOR- -4.70. WINOOW(S) 1-0

AMPLITUDE RESPONSE IN HORIZONTAL PLANE relative 0. degrees

0-

10 -10-

030

-40

-10 90 0 90 1S0
ANGLE (DEGREES)

Figure 7. Amplitude response in the horizontal plane for the circular array of Figure 1. The
steering direction is 00,00 and the frequency 1000 Hz. The output beamwidth is
calculated from the narrowest of the several peaks, which is at 00.
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312 Seventeen edement lin array

The second cuurple array is a line ay o( 17 eqispaced oinidirectional elements "cut"
for 50 Hz (half wavelendi separation of the elements at 50 Hz). Figures 8 to 12 show somic
responses for this array. The listing of the input fie in which die amy geometry was defined and
the dialogue from which these responses were generated is included in Appendix B.

PLOT # 1, FKsin SMi. UMTN= ILOdel et Oft. 0S= 12.3 6

NORN=2XfO FACTOR-24.60. WINOW(S) 9=0

AWPIUIE RESPONSE IN HORIZONTAL PLANE rstive 0. dee

0

~--10

U)Z!-20
C)

LU
W

-40-

-50

-90 -60 -30 0 30 60 9 0
ANGLE (DEGREES)

Figure 8. Amplitude response of the broadside beam of a 17 element horizontal line arra .ai

50 Hz. The beami is sampled in the horizontal plane. No amplitude windo£ hat,
been applied before beamnforrrung.
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PLOT 1 2. FREO- 50.Iz. BUWOTH- 8.1d" at O.deg. DI- 10.8 dB

NORM-2.NORM FACTOU-I,.U. WIDOW(S) #-I type.forI 1.3

AMPUTUO RESPONSE I HORIZONTAL PLANE relative 0. degrees

0

S-20

- 3 0

-40

-50

-90 -60 -30 0 30 60 90
ANGLE (DEGREES)

Figure 9. Amplitude response of the broadside beam of a 17 element horizontal line array at
50 Hz. The beam is sampled in the horizontal plane. A Hann window has been
applied before beamforming.

PLOT # 3. VE@- 100Ji. WWIOTN- 4.hlld at .a9. 0I-..... dB

UOU-UIMi FACTO*-.lM. WINmOw(s) #-I type .orm .3

AMWUTUOE RESPONSE U HORIZONTAL PLANE relative 0. degrees

0

-10

v-20

-30

-40

-90 -60 -30 0 30 60 90
ANGLE (DEGREES)

Figure 10. Amplitude response in the horizontal plane of a broadside beam of the 17 element
horizontal line at 100 Hz. A Hann window has been applied before beamforming.
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PLOT j 4. FREa- 5O.Hz, SWUDTH- 14.ldq at 15049eg. DI-s... cI

NORM-2.NORM FACTOR's-17.2dB, WINDOW(S) 1-1 typejf rm 1.4

AMPLITUDE RESPONSE IN HORIZONTAL PLANE relative 0. degrees

0

LU

3t -20
U-1

M-30-

-40

-50

-180 -90 0 90 180
ANGLE (DEGREES)

Figure 11. Amplitude response in the horizontal plane at 50 Hz, of a horizontal line array
steered to a bearing 300 forward of broadside. A Hamming window has been
applied before beamforming.

PLOT j 5. FREQ- 50.1t. BUWIDTP.- 15Ad4g at 149al"g. %-too* dB

NORM-2.NORU FACTOR--17.2d8. WINDOW(S) 5=1 typejf rm 1,4

AMPLITUDE RESPONSE IN PLANE 90..-20..-90.

0-

~-10

LU

~ 20-

LUJ

M-30-
LUJ

-40

-180 -90 0 90 180
ANGLE (DEGREES)

Figure 12. Amplitude response for the same beanm as shown in Figure 10 sampled in a plane
200 out of the horizontal. This gives a response that is equivalent to the response
in the horizontal plane when the array is tilted downward 200.
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4. SUMMARY

This program provides a flexible tool for calculating and examining the amplitude and
phase response of arrays. General three-dimensional arrays containing directional elements can be
handled. Both the effects of array distortion and element phase and amplitude imbalance can be
investigated using BMPAT. A great deal of flexibility is built into the beamforming process,
although beamforming is constrained to be a linear operation. Beamwidths are calculated and the
beam directivity index can optionally be calculated. The output is directed to SAPLOT formatted
files from which the data can either be plotted or accessed for other purposes.
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APPENDIX A
DIALOGUE, INPUT AND OUTPUT FILES FOR CIRCULAR ARRAY EXAMPLE

A.1 Input file containing array geometry

The contents of the input file CARD1.DAT used for inputting the array geometry was as
follows: (see section 2.4.3 on page 4)

Geometry of a circular array of 3 cardioid & 3 dipole elements
4
y
6

0.,O.,0.,3,0.,0.
I0.,60.,0.,2,60.,0.
I0.,120.,0.3,120.,0.
I0.,180.,0.,2,180.,0.
10..240.,O..3.240.,0.
10.,300.,0.,2,300.,0.
1

A.2 Input dialogue

Following is the dialogue for the run in which the beam patterns for the circular array were
generated. The computer output is shown in small font, the keyboard input is in emboldened
normal sized font and comments are in standard font.

RUN BMPAT

Program BMPAT for calculation of array amplitude and phase response

*****Menu for controlling program operation*****
1. Select keyboard for input
2. Select a file for data input
3. Enter frequency and sound speed
4. Input arry geometry and element types
5. Enter ideal (undistorted) array geometry
6. Enter a table defining element response
7. Enter element amplitude and phase imbalances
8. Enter a steering vector
9. Define amplitude windows
10. Calculate phase to a plane steering vector
11. Calculate and output beam amplitude, phase response and/or directivity
12. Open output files
13. Exit

Enter either menu # or M to retype menu? <M>?? 2
Enter fde name containing input data- CARDI
This file is described as follows
Geometry of a circular array of 3 cardioid & 3 dipole elements
Is this the correct fde? <Y>?? Y

The following text (between the ------- marks) is output as the file input is read. In some
functional steps the output of some of the keyboard prompts is not disabled while data is
being input from a file; this allows some monitoring of program operation when the active
input is a file.
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Type of coord sysem in which array to be defined
cteian(C). cylindrical(Y) or polar(P)? <C>??

Enter the number of army elements:
Enter XYZELEMENO TYPE.element-axis AZIMUTHALRPOLAR angles for each element

element 1?
element 2?
element 3?
element 4?
Clement 5?
element 6?

Enter either menu # or M to retype menu? <M>?? 3
Enter the frequency? 100
Enter the sound speed? <1500 m/sec>?? 4800
Enter either menu # or M to retype menu? <M>?? 10
Phase to a plane beam steering selected
Enter the beam steering direction in the array coord system

- azimuthalpolar angles (deg): 0,0
Use actual(A) or ideal(I) element positions for steering? <A>?? A
Enter either menu # or M to retype menu? <M>?? 11
Is beam to be sampled in the horizontalCH)

vertical(V)
or other(O) plane? <H>?? H

Enter azimuthal angle to which to reference beam response? 0
Enter angles at which beam is to be sampled: min,max,increment? 0,360,1
Enter the type of normalization to employ where:

1. sets the peak response to 0 dB,
2. normalizes relative the beam response in the steering direction,
3. normalizes relative the 3-dimensional peak (NOTE this is slow)

1,2 or 3? <1>?? 1
Is directivity index to be calculated - THIS IS TIME CONSUMING - (Y/N)? <N>?? Y
Enter angular step size for peak search/directivity calculation? <0.5>?? 2
Enter the minimum beam power to plot: < -10>?? -40

At this point the first plot is complete.

Enter either menu # or M to retype menu? <M>?? 11
Is beam to be sampled in the horizontal(H)

vertical(V)
or other(O) plane? <H>?? V

Azimuthal angle defining orientation of vertical sample plane? <0>?? 180
Enter angles at which beam is to be sampled: min,maxincrement?? -180,180,1
Enter the type of normalization to employ where:

1. sets the peak response to 0 dB,
2. normalizes relative the beam response in the steering direction,
3. normalizes relative the 3-dimensional peak (NOTE this is slow)

1.2 or 3? <1>?? 1
Is directivity index to be calculated - THIS IS TIME CONSUMING - (Y/N)? <N>??N
Enter the minimum beam power to plot: < -16>?? -40

At this point the second plot is complete.
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Enter either menu # or M to retype menu? <M>?? 3
Enter the frequency? 1000
Enter the sound speed? <1500 m/sec>?? 4800
Enter either menu # or M to retype menu? <M>?? 10
Phase to a plane beam steering selected
Enter the beam steering direction in the array coord system - azimuthal.polar angles (deg): 0,0
Use actual(A) or ideal(l) element positions for steering? <A>?? A
Enter either menu # or M to retype menu? <M>?? 11
Is beam to be sampled in the horizontal(H)

vertical(V)
or other(O) plane? <H>?? H

Enter azimuthal angle to which to reference beam response? 0
Enter angles at which beam is to be sampled: min,max,increment?? -180,180,1
Enter the type of normalization to employ where:

1. sets the peak response to 0 dB,
2. normalizes relative the beam response in the steering direction,
3. normalizes relative the 3-dimensional peak (NOTE this is slow) 1,2 or 3? <1>?? 1

Is directivity index to be calculated - THIS IS TIME CONSUMING - (Y/N)? <N>?? N
Enter the minimum beam power to plot: <-40>?? -40
Enter either menu # or M to retype menu? <M>?? 13
FORTRAN STOP

Note in the above dialogue that after the frequency was changed by calling step 3 the
steering vector was recalculated via step 10. If step 10 was not called after the frequency change
the 100 Hz steering vector would have been used and the result would have been the response at
1000 Hz for 100 Hz steering vectors.

A.3 Output SAPLOT files

The output files resulting from this run were the default files BMPAT.AMP and
BMPAT.PHS. The contents of the file BMPAT.AMP are listed below (this listing has been edited
to reduce its length). Comments are inserted in italics.

ORSET 3.50 1.50 ORSET, AXSET & THSET set up the plot area
AXSET 5.50 5.50 they are only output once to the file
THSET 90.00
CHSET 10.O0 100.00 CHSET scales the characters
SETSPD 1 100
RANGE 1 -190.00 190.00 setup of axes
RANGE 3 -190.00 190.00
SSET 1-180.00 90.00 3
SSET 3 -180.00 90.00 3
NSET 3 0

RANGE 2 -45.00 5.00
SSET 2 -40.00 10.00 5
RANGE 4 -45.00 5.00

SSET 4 .40.00 10.00 5
NSET 4 0
LABEL 3 information headers
1SCA0.6;AMPLJTlJDE RESPONSE IN HORIZONTAL PLANE relative 0. degrees "

LABEL7
WINDOW(S) #=0 "
LABEL II
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PLOT' # 1. FREQ= 100M7, NORM=2. BMIW~TDH=102.3deg at -9.deg, DI= -4.2 dJBISCA1.667;
LABEL 1 axes labels
ANGLE (DEGEES)
LABEL 2
BEAM RESPONSE (dB)
CURVE data curve
-180.0000 -3.842369
-179.0000 -3.845440
-178.0000 -3.854662

178.0000 -3.854662
179.0000 -3.845440
180.0000 -3.842369

NEWPAGE
PLOT
CHSET 100.00 100.00 start of second plot
SETSPD 1 100
RANGE 1 -190.00 190.00
RANGE 3 -190.00 190.00
SSET 1 -180.00 90.00 3
SSET 3 -180.00 90.00 3
NSET 3 0
RANGE 2 -45.00 5.00
SSET 2 -40.00 10.00 5
RANGE 4 -45.00 5.00
SSET 4 -40.00 10.00 5
NSET 4 0

LABEL 3
tSCAO.6;AMPLITUDE RESPONSE IN VERTICAL PLANE BEARING 0. degrees
LABEL?
WINDW(S) #=0
LABEL 11
PLOT #2Z FREQ= 100M4z NORM=1. BMWIDT=164.3dg at -33.deg, DI=***** dB!SCA1.667;
LABEL 1
ANGLEIEGREES)

BEAM RESPONSE (dB)
CURVE
-180.0000 -3.842369
-179.0000 -3.843784

179.0000 -3.843784
180.0000 -3.842369

NEWPAGE,
PLOT

CHSETr 100.00 100.00 start of third plot
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APPENDIX B
INPUT FILE AND DIALOGUE FOR 17 ELEMENT LINE ARRAY EXAMPLE

B.1 Input file containing array geometry

The contents of the input file LINE1.DAT containing the array geometry was as follows:

This file defines a 17 element In array along y-axis cut for 50 Hz, C=1500 m/s
4
C
17
0,-120,0,0,0,0
0.-105A.,0,0,0
0,-90,0,0.0,0
0,-75,0,0,0,0
0,-60,0,0,0,0
0,-45,0,0,0,0
O,-30,0,0,0,0
0.15,0,0,0,0

0,15,0,0,0,0

0,30,0,0,0,0
0,45,0,0,0,0
0,60,0,0,0,0
0,75,0,0,0,0
0,90,0,0,0,0
0,105,0,0,0,0
0,120,0,0,0,0
1

B.2 Input dialogue

Following is the dialogue for the run in which the beam patterns for the line array were
generated. The computer output is shown in small font, the keyboard input in emboldened normal
sized font and comments are in standard font.

R BMPAT
Program BMPAT for calculation of array amplitude and phase response

*****Menu for controlling program operation*****
1. Select keyboard for input
2. Select a file for data input
3. Enter frequency and sound speed
4. Input array geometry and element types
5. Enter ideal (undistorted) array geometry
6. Enter a table defining element response
7. Enter element amplitude and phase imbalances
8. Enter a steering vector
9. Defie amplitude windows
10. Calculate phase to a plane steering vector
11. Calculate and output beam amplitude, phase response and/or directivity
12. Open output files
13. Exit
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Enter either menu # or M to retype menu? <M>?? 2
Enter file name containing input data: LINEI
This file is described as follows
This file defines a 17 element In array along y-axis cut for 50 Hz, C=1500 m/s
Is this the correct file? <Y>?? Y

The following text (between the ----- marks) is output as the file input is read. In some
functional steps the output of some of the keyboard prompts is not disabled while data is
being input from a file; this allows some monitoring of program operation when the active
input is a file.

Type of coord system in which array to be defined
cartesian(C), cylindrical(Y) or polar(P)? <C>??

Enter the number of array elements:
Enter XY,ZELEMENT TYPEelement-axis AZIMUTHALPOLAR angles for each element

element I?
element 2?
element 3?
element 4?
element 5?
element 6?
element 7?
element 8?
element 9?
element 10?
element 11 ?
element 12?
element 13?
element 14?
element 15?
element 16?
element 17?

Enter either menu # or M to retype menu? <M>?? 3
Enter the frequency? 50

Enter the sound speed? <1500 m/sec>?? 1500
Enter either menu # or M to retype menu? <M?? 10
Phase to a plane beam steering selected
Enter the beam steering direction in the array coord system

- azimuthalpolar angles (deg)? 0,0
Use actual(A) or ideal(I) element positions for steering? <A>?? A
Enter either menu # or M to retype menu? <M>?? 12

Enter name for output files (include no extension)? LINE
Enter either menu # or M to retype menu? <M>?? 11
Is beam to be sampled in the horizontal(H)

vertical(V)
or other(O) plane? <H>?? H

Enter azimuthal angle to which to reference beam response? 0
Enter angles at which beam is to be sampled: min,max,increment?? -90,90,1

ai
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Enter the type of normalization to employ where:
1. sets the peak response to 0 dB,
2. normalizes relative to the beam response in the steering direction,
3. normalizes relative to the 3-dimensional peak (NOTE this is slow)

1,2 or 3? <1>?? 2

Use response of actual(A) or ideal(Q) array for normalization? <A>?? A
Is directivity index to be calculated - THIS IS TIME CONSUMING - (Y/N)? <N>?? Y

Enter angular step size for peak search/ directivity calculation? <0.5>?? 1

Enter the minimum beam power to plot: <-100>?? -50

This completes the input for the first plot.

Enter either menu # or M to retype menu? <M>?? 9
Definition of window amplitude functions
Enter E to input a window table

W to define windows
T to enable/disable windows? <W>?? W

Define the amplitude window to use in beamforming
Enter the # of independent windows to apply (max 2)? 1
* Enter parameters defining window 1 **

Select the window type as follows:
enter 1 to select angle indep horizontal window

2 to select angle depen horizontal window
3 to select angle indep vertical window
4 to select angle depen vertical window
5 to select angle indep 2-d window
6 to select angle depen 2-d window ?? 1

Enter the azimuthal angle defining the window axis? 90

Select the window form as follows:
enter 0 to select a rectangular window

1 to define window from table 1
2 to define window from table 2
3 to select a Hann window
4 to select a Hamming window
5 to select a raised cosine window
6 to select a raised cos**2 window
7 to select a Gaussian window
8 to select a Taylor window ?? 3

Compensate window weights for unequal spacing of elements over the window
aperture? (NOTE that this option should be used with caution!) Y/N? <N>?? N

Enter either menu # or M to retype menu? <M>?? 11
Is beam to be sampled in the horizontal(H)

vertical(V)
or other(O) plane? <H>?? H

Enter azimuthal angle to which to reference beam response? 0
Enter angles at which beam is to be sampled: min,max,increment?? -90,90,1
Enter the type of normalization to employ where:

1. sets the peak response to 0 dB,
2. normalizes relative to the beam response in the steering direction,
3. normalizes relative to the 3-dimensional peak (NOTE this is slow)

1,2 or 3? <1>?? 2
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Use response of actual(A) or ideal(I) array for normalization? <A>?? A

Is directivity index to be calculated - TifS IS TIME CONSUMING - (Y/N)? <N>?? Y
Enter angular step size for peak search/ directivity calculation? <0.5>?? 2
Enter the minimum beam power to plot <-100>?? -50

This completes the input for the second plot.

Enter either menu # or M to retype menu? <M>?? 3
Enter the frequency? 100
Enter the sound speed? <1500 m/sec>?? 1500
Enter either menu # or M to retype menu? <M>?? 10
Phase to a plane beam steering selected
Enter the beam steering direction in the array coord system

- azimuthalpolar angles (deg): 0,0
Use actul(A) or ideal(I) element positions for steering? <A>?? A
Enter either menu # or M to retype menu? <M>?? 11
Is beam to be sampled in the horizontal(I-)

vertical(V)
or other(O) plane? <H>?? H

Enter azimuthal angle to which to reference beam response? 0
Enter angles at which beam is to be sampled: min,max,increment?? -90,90,1
Enter the type of normalization to employ where:

1. sets the peak response to 0 dB,
2. normalizes relative to the beam response in the steering direction,
3. normalizes relative to the 3-dimensional peak (NOTE this is slow)

1,2 or 3? <1>?? 1
Is directivity index to be calculated - THIS IS TIME CONSUMING - (Y/N)? <N>?? N
Enter the minimum beam power to plot: <-100>?? -50

This completes the input for the third plot.

Enter either menu # or M to retype menu? <M>?? 3
Enter the frequency? 50
Enter the sound speed? <1500 m/sec>?? 1500
Enter either menu # or M to retype menu? <M>?? 9
Definition of window amplitude functions
Enter E to input a window table

W to define windows
T to enable/disable windows? <W>?? W

Define the amplitude window to use in beamforming
Enter the # of independent windows to apply (max 2)? 1
* Enter parameters defining window 1 **

Select the window type as follows:
enter I to select angle indep horizontal window

2 to select angle depen horizontal window
3 to select angle indep vertical window
4 to select angle depen vertical window
5 to select angle indep 2-d window
6 to select angle depen 2-d window ?? 1

Enter the azimuthal angle definir-g the window axis? 90
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Select the window form as follows: enter 0 to select a rectangular window
1 to define window from table 1
2 to define window from table 2
3 to select a Hann window
4 to select a Hamming window
5 to select a raised cosine window
6 to select a raised cos**2 window
7 to select a Gaussian window
8 to select a Taylor window ?? 4

Compensate window weights for unequal spacing of elements over the window
aperture? (NOTE that this option should be used with caution!) Y/N? <N>?? N

Enter either menu # or M to retype menu? <M>?? 10
Phase to a plane beam steering selected. Enter the beam steering direction in the array coord system

- azimuthal,polar angles (deg)? 30,0
Use actual(A) or ideal(I) element positions for steering? <A>?? A
Enter either menu # or M to retype menu? <M>?? 11
Is beam to be sampled in the horizontal(H)

vertical(V)
or other(O) plan,'? <H>?? H

Enter azimuthal angle to which to reference beam response? 0
Enter angles at which beam is to be sampled: min,max,increment?? -180,180,1
Enter the type of normalization to employ where:

I. sets the peak response to 0 dB,
2. normalizes relative the beam response in the steering direction,
3. normalizes relative the 3-dimensional peak (NOTE this is slow)

1,2 or 3? <1>?? 2
Use response of actual(A) or ideal([) array for normalization? <A>?? A
Is directivity index to be calculated - THIS IS TIME CONSUMING - (Y/N)? <N>?? N
Enter the minimum beam power to plot: <-100>?? -50

This completes the input for the fourth plot.

Enter either menu # or M to retype menu? <M>?? 11
Is beam to be sampled in the horizontal(H)

vertical(V)
or other(O) plane? <H>?? 0

Enter the z,y' rotations defining the sample plane? 90,-20
With these z,y' rotations the z" rotation required to put the beam x-axis

in the north plane is -90.0 degrees
Enter z" rotation (orients x-axis of the beam system in the x-y plane)? -90
Enter angles at which beam is to be sampled: minmax,increment?? -180,180,1
Enter the type of normalization to employ where:

1. sets the peak response to 0 dB,
2. normalizes relative to the beam response in the steering direction,
3. normalizes relative to the 3-dimensional peak (NOTE this is slow)

1,2 or 3? <1>?? 2
Use response of actual(A) or ideal(I) array for normalization? <A>?? A
Is directivity index to be calculated - THIS IS TIME CONSUMING - (Y/N)? <N>?? N
Enter the minimum beam power to plot: <-100>?? -50
Enter either menu # or M to retype menu? <M>?? 13
FORTRAN STOP

This completes the input for the fifth and final plot.
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APPENDIX C

PROGRAM LISTING
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* rge o ac Lng* enA -plo'tt- 'fi the LIt .ft &nda phse re'&po*nse
of gteneral 3-djemial oe ra

A. Collier 23 Feb/87 original 18 Aug/04

The eecrptie h~.which &iplicates much of the Informatio it. the
text 3f this report, Is not Inc.luded In this list ing-

RE IRI 3flmAFIILS and FUNCTIOS

* 0inIL prompts for a file n~m and opens a forias'ted ?i.e
VECX3(VlV2) calculates the cross product of 1-C vectors '..a"d 2

V11 - V' x v2
flIW for Interpolation from tabulated val-jes

FTFA ZYXZF" and ~RATE These subrout nes are aged to make hew
rotatlona. transformations netewo *h
array and boo co-ordinate systems.

* Fui- tions .fZERO and SW3 are functions .ised r? ca.c-.at ing the mocsd.od a***.
runction of order aero (C

CONF!ATION AN LimE COWMW5
FR~ fCOL. R.MRAY9 SAT, YPFNX
LIMK 214A. PTXFN

PAAPITER pgO6C-1C a"ooau
p1.--2, 'USE *W.Indws
iNmlu-2, 'se "ale@

NXTS1- 3C 'Ima entries t&C.e
P0000-'2C. 'man * a" of aw pa*
Lo'- 3C. **Uw for 0'; 0!tof

L02 - I:, L.WN for z r ft -
PIC- 3.t, P.ot Origir - Oe
PU.-.. ' P.O, Ori.-. - r

PP3--5,Plot frome he4~
FR4-5.5,p.ot !rams vld'

PAS-OC P.O! ro!&!.Or srnq.e

LOGICAL ER, T7Y :Wp, THEM. USEAC.-,;L. L= PASS..
$TKP3. FALS-/ S-EP4' VALSE. .S-EP5 FAL~SE.
s-.EP6/TA;LsS. 's-EP8 .rA.LsE. .s-Ep:. FALSE.
S-EP:'.,ALSE./,S-EFP:2 FAI-SE.'
WFLAG/ALSE. /, EWAi FALS.'. :DEA~.L, : PEAP

CI4AAACTEt CVORU- 1 I" ZH2
BYE mm N(9C,TEXrT 10C
INTT4" ICTYP (POE Wy?WY (MV:%; . .Ww(MNI NLV-sI poet-*

IEPLL (POW)~ I PKIPOS(2 C)
REAL14 X(MaIl.Y(POHEI,Z (NMI , X: (POW), Y: OffN~iZ:P~r?

EEPOL (SensE) , EtZ (NE), AE (PWE, I. PE (M19E6;.,
N(3LP(WoHI , .r1 42606ENrTI0EM .NH:"):
)M (PONE!), YO 1606!) , Z9 fMW) , EEI 3KDS
ASGO (6063). , M ((6063) , PM S (M)UB , US (M004E) , WY OL

AZ)PP0ZX TC (5,N. CPNt/P,6 CPU: WZ( C6)*A P06!, SH (M06), CER(605*D

*PI/3.14*5926535/ P

LOU IVALENCE (NW. TEXT)

X1PL0T - 0 a! :azt oofP.r' #
DIP - PI180S. 'degrees to radians
LD 10- 5 I'int..Y -Iput me, t' I7"
Rl-PhI
ft2-PU.2
ft3-PRk3
1t4-PM4
RS-Pft5

TYPE *, Prograo WWAT for ca~c~tat or. of array am. I.! a ana pfhase
responsel

TYPE -*1
TWEX - ATUV 'initis A14t~or for ny:;i7 -
Type Mnfu and/or select program fjnc mo,. by seec-1n trar moe-

?C 'V(LT.EQ.5) THEN
IFfTMENU2 THEN 'type men, If opera ' - cy

T -N .FAL.SE.
TY.......En for contro 11i19 progqrai operato."r...
TYPE , . Seiect k:or, for Inp.r
TYPE ~,' 2. select a 1. for data Input'
TYPE J . Enter frequency and so~nd speed'
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TV" 4. enter array geometry and element types'
P1T *. S. enter ide.1 (undistorted) array geometry,
TWC 6 . enter a table defining elmet response'
P1T , 7. enter element amlitd and phase imalances'
TyPt . 6. enter a steering vector-
Type * 9. Define amlitude VIn4- e
rw . 10. Calculate phase to a p lan steering vector,
P1t * 11. Calculate and ouatput amplitude, phase

respone and/or direct ivity'
PIP . 12. Open output files'
TP9 13. Calt'

sIM

PIPE 2210
2210 Fruin I statee either menu 0 or N to retype meu? 007? 1)

MIL (LDT.2?1SI UCUR
Z215 FDO ~ MQ. AV

am v20

DOCWO (1,222D,CHao:1).E-0 NEW
2220 POINVT (11)

21" X(IE.IQ.2) H
DOOME 12.2230,.IUME-20) mMJ

22 )c FOOMO (12)

OM 20
LIE IF
irfvWR;.LT.1.OR.MKW.GT.13) a=0 2C
OM 11.2,3,4,5,6.7,8,9, 10,11, 12.,13) RI

* STEP 1 Select Input to be from keyboard
I IOT-DMEg.51 CLDU (UNIT-LDT, EM-ICO I

100 U" - 5
amo 20

2 T'YI - TWAz.
fILUT."I5 THEN
CLOK (NilT-LOT. EM-200)
P1111W - rFALSE.

LPDT - LO
20C IF ILPI .. O.LPOT.E0.?I) LDT - 20

IF (LFDT.Q.2 LOT - 21
210 CALL OIPWILMLDI 'Enter file nme containing input data:

LPDT.ERR)
mm LI) THUx
xr(Tryinv THEN !last input was from TTY

TYPE *.'Error In opening Input data file. TRY AAIN'
amr 200

ELME !ast input was from a file
S71e 'Error in opning Input data file'

ExD IF
END Ir

READ LO'.2D000 NC,TETr

TYPE *.'This file is described as foll~ows'
TYPE 20 10. (TEXT'(W) ,J-., MC)

n21C rnoIE c' ',IOAII
TYPE 2020

202C rOMWA CSIs this the correct file? <YT77? ')
ACCEPT 221S,NCCN

IF((1:) .~. K' OPCNR1:1 .t. '')THEN
ClO)SE (NIlT-ID?)
121M 210

0L) IF
amT 20

....................................................

.... ........... ; ....................
STEP I Enter tefrequency, soundspe

3 STEP 3-.ThE.
TYPE 300M

3000 rOMP? ('SEnter the frequency? 1)
READ 1W'T.1) FuA
TYPE 3010

1011 rOWIAT ('Stnter the sound speed? <1500 m/sec>?? -1
RZAD (MIT 3020) MI,

302)3 I'QWST (0 F 10. 0
IFn?.EI0 C-1500.

UVWO - ?.-PI*Fuxg/C 1wovenumber
121Mv 20
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... ** E*P* . 4* * .***..... *cfl..,..*....*= ***.*. *ti*..*~ps* 7 *o*..fl n~t**..t.*io **

4 STEP4- .TRUE.
TYPE *, 'Type of coord system in which array to be defined'
Cartesian coord, X,Y,Z Cylindrical coords, X-R,Y-PHI,Z-Z

* Polar coords X-R, Y-PHI, Z-THETA
* Where R is radius, PHI is azimuthal angle,
• THETA is polar angle (0 at horizontal and positive above hor)
• The units are established by the speed of sound input in step 3

TYPE 4000
4000 FORMAT V$ cartesian(C), cylindrical(Y) or

^ polar(P)? <C>?? ')
READ (LDT,4010) NC,COORT Itype of coords for input of ale pstns

4010 FORMAT (0,Al)

IF(NC.EO.0) COORT-'C'
TYPE 4020

4020 FORMAT ('$Enter the number of array elements: ')
READ (LDT,*) NEL 1# of elements
TYPE *,'Enter X,Y,Z,ELEDENT TYPE, element-axis

^ AZIMUTHAL, POLAR angles for each element'
* Read ele coords and convert element positions to Cartesian coords

DO 400 IE-1,NEL
TYPE 4030,IE

4030 FORMAT ('$ element ',12,'? ')
READ (LDT,*) X(IE),Y(IE),Z(IE),IETYP(IE),EEAZ(IE),EEPOL(IE)
IF(COORT.NE. 'C' .AND.COORT.NE. 'c') THEN

R-X(IE)
IF(COORT.EQ.'Y*.OR.COORT.EQ.'y') THEN
PHI-Y (IE)
X(IE) - R*COSD(PHI)
Y(IE) - R*SIND(PHI)

ELSE IF (COORT.EQ.1P'.OR.COORT.EO.'p') THEN
PHI - Y(IE)
THETA- Z(IE)
X(IE) - R*COSD(THETA)*COSD(PHI)
Y(IE) - R*COSD(THETA)*SIND(PHI)
Z(IE) - R*SIND(THETA)

ELSE
TYPE *,'The character defining the coord system is

^ incorrect'
STOP

END IF
END IF

400 CONTINUE
GOTO 20

* STEP 5 Enter ideal (undistorted) element positions for steering vector
• calculations.

5 STEP5-.TRUE.
TYPE *,'Type of coordinate system in which assumed positions are

^ to be input'
TYPE 4000
READ (LDT,4010) NC,COORT !type of coords for input of ele pstns
IF (NC.EQ.0) COORT - 'C'
TYPE *,'Enter ideal element positions for steering

^ vector calculations'
* Input and convert element positions to Cartesian coords

DO 500 IE-1,NEL
TYPE 5000, IE

5000 FORMAT ('S ele ',12,' coords? ')
READ (LDT,*) XI(IE),YI(IE),ZI(IE)
IF(COORT.NE. 'C'.AND.COORT.NE.'c') THEN

R-XI (IE)
IF(COORT.EQ.'Y'.OR.COORT.EQ.'y') THEN
PHI-YI (IE)
XI(IE) - R*COSD(PHI)
YI(IE) - R*SIND(PHI)

ELSE IF (COORT.EQ.'P'.OR.COORT.EQ.'p') THEN
PHI - ZI(IE)
THETA-ZI (IE)
XI(IE) - R*COSD(THETA)*COSD(PHI)
YI(IE) - R*COSD(THETA)*SIND(PHI)
ZI(IE) - R*SIND(THETA)

ELSE
TYPE *, 'The character defining the coord system is

incorrect'
IF(LDT.EO.5) OOTO 5
STOP

END IF
END IF

500 CONTINUE
GOTO 20

: .... *...****e*t tl*.****t.................*.....*..
STEP 6 Input of element response table.
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* The lament response is assumed to axially symmetric. The response
* mustbe entered for monotonically increasing independent variables.

*The independent variable is the angle relative the element axis in
*degrees which normally gos from 0 to 180 degrees. Phase angles are
*to bein therange +,-360 dog.

6 STEP6-.TRUE.
TYPE *,'Enter the element response table'
TYPE ' angles increasing monotonically from 0 to 180 deg'
TYPE ,'Terminate entries by entering -V
TYPE ~,* Angle(deg), amp response(dB), phase response(deg)'
D0 600 IT-1,NXTE

IX- (IT-i) *3+1
READ (LDT,6000) NC,ELETBL(IX),EI.ETBL(IX+1),ELETBL(IX+2)

6000 FORMAT (,3F10.0)
IF(NC.EQ.2.AND.ELETSL(IX) .EO.-1.) THEN
NELTB - IT-1
GOTO 20

END IF
600 CONTINUE

TYPE *,'~***Number of entries In table exceeds array dimension'
IF (LDT.NE.5) STOP
GOTa 20

* STEP 7 input of element amplitude and phase imbalance

7 TYPE *,*'Element amplitude and phase imbalance'
TYPE 7000

7000 FORMAT ('Enter: Z to zero errors,D for deterministic errors,
R for random errors? <R>?? '
READ (LDYT,2215) NC,CHR
IF(CHR(l:1).EQ.'D'.oR.CHR(l:1).Eo.'d') THEN

TYPE 7020,NEL
7020 FORMAT 1' Enter the amplitude factor, phase error (deg)

for the 1,13,1 elements')
READ (LOT,*) (AE(IE),PE(IE),IE-l,NEL)

ELSE IF (CHR(1:1).EQ.'Z'.OR.CHR(l:l).EQ.'z') THEN
DO 700 IE - 1,NEL

PE(IE) - 0.
70 AE(IE) - 1.

70 CONTINUE
TYPE 7030

7030 FORMAT ('$Enter the seed for random * generation: ')
READ (LOT,-) ISEED
TYPE 7040

7040 FORMAT ('SEnter the max amplitude deviation (dB), max phase
deviation (deg): ')

READ (LI AMER, PHER
AEIRU - 10.**(ANPER/20.)
AERM' - l.-AERMX
AP.NG - AERMX-AERMI4
AMEAN _ (AVMX+AMWN) /2
DO 710 IE-1,NEL

AE(IE; : ARNG* RAN(ISEED) - (AERMX-AER?*)/2
PE(IE) PHER

5 
(RAN(ISEED)-.5)

710 CONTINUE
ED IF
GOTO 20

* STEP 8 Enter a complex steering vector

S STEPS-.TRUE.
,T~O - .FALSE. !steering vectors not calculated

TYPE 800NEL
8000 FORMAT ('$Enter a complex steering vector of order ',12)

DO 800 IE-1,NEL
TYPE 8010,IE

8010 FORMAT (IS complex Vt for element ',42,'1? ')
READ (LDT, RTI
SNI - CMPLX(RWT,AIWT)

900 CONTINUE
GOTO 20

:** **STEP9 Define amplitude windows
* It is assumed that the windows are all symetric and thus tables
* of window functions need only go f rom normalized apertures
*of Otol1

9 TYPE *, 'Definition of window amplitude functions'
TYPE *,'Enter E to input a window table'
TYPE *,' W to define windows'
TYPE 9000

9000 FORMAT (IS T to enable/disable windows? <W>?? '
READ (LDT,2215) NC,CHR

IF(CHR(1:1).EQ.'E'.OR.CHR(1:1).EQ.'e') THEN !enter tables
TYPE 9010,MUNTB

9010 FORMAT ('$Enter the number to be used to identify table
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(zax-1,12, ')? 1)
READ (LDT,-) NTBL
TYPE *,-'Enter pairs of coords defining window:

abcissa,ordinatel
TYPE *,- where abcissa-normalized aperture (0 to 1) and

^ordinate-window amplitude'
TYPE ' -1 terminates entry'
NEWTSL (NTUL) -o
DO 900 IT-l,MUTFIN

TYPE 9020
9020 FORMAT (IS 7? ')

READ (LDT,9025) NC,ABSI,ORD
9025 FORMAT (0,2F10.0)

IF(ABSI.EQ.-l.) GOTO 20
NEWiTBL (NTBL) -NEWTBL (NTBL) +1
WTL(IT*2-l.NTBL) - ABS!
WrBL(IT*2,NTBL) - ORD

900 CONTJINUE
TYPE *, 'Window amplitude table has been filled before table

^entry terminated'
IF(LDT.NE.5) STOP
GOTO 20

ELSE IF (CHR(1:l).EQ.'T'.OR.CHR(1:1).Eo.'t') THEN !turn window on/off
IF (EWWLAG) WFLAG - .NOT.WFLAG !can only toggle when a window defined

ELSE
TYPE *,*'Define the amplitude window to use in beamforming'
TYPE 9040

9040 FORMAT ('$Enter the # of independent windows to apply
^(max 2)? ')

RE.AD(LDT,*) NWIND
DO 910 IW-lNWIND

TYPE 9050,1W
9050 FORMAT ('* Enter Parameters defining window ',Il,' l

TYPE *,'Select the window type as follows:,
TYPE *' enter 1 to select angle indep horizontal window'
TYPE ,'2 to select angle depen horizontal window'
TYPE ,'3 to select angle indep vertical window'
TYPE .'4 to select angle depen vertical window'
TYPE 5~ to select angle indep 2-d window,
TYPE 9060

9060 FOR-MAT (IS 6 to select angle depen 2-d window

READ (LDT,*) INTYP(IW)
IF(IWTYP(IW).EQ.1) THEN
TYPE 9065

9065 FORMAT ('$Enter the azimuthal angle defining the
^window axis? 1)

READ (LDT,*) WPHI (IW)
WTHET (1W) -0.

ELSE IF(IWTYP(IW).EQ.5) THEN
TYPE 9066

9066 FORMAT ('SEnter azimuthal,polar angle defining normal
^to the window plane? '!

READ (LDT,*) WPHI(IW),WTHET(IW)
ELSE
CONINUE

END IF
TYPE *,-
TYPE *,'Select the window form as follows:'
TYPE ,' enter 0 to select a rectangular window'
TYPE ,'1 to define window fromz table 1'
TYPE ,'2 to define window from table 2'
TYPE A'3 to select a Hann window'
TYPE ,'4 to select a Hamming window'
TYPE ,'5 to select a raised cosine window'
TYPE ,'6 to select a raised cos**2 window'
TYPE *'7 to select a Gaussian window'
TYPE 9070

9070 FORMAT (IS 8 to select a Taylor window ??'
READ (LYT,1) IWFRN(IW)
TYPE *,'I

IF(IWFR4M(IW).EQ.5) THEN
TYPE 9080

9080 FORMAT ('$Raised cosine window. Enter fractional height of
^pedestal: ')

READ(LDT,*) WPAR(IW)
END IF
IF(IWFW'1(IW).EQ.6) THEN
TYPE 9085

9085 FORMAT ('$Raised cos-2 window. Enter fractional height of
^pedestal: 1)

READ(IDT,*) WPAR(IW)
END IF
IF(IWFRM(IW).EQ.7) THEN

TYPE *,'Gaussian window selected'
TYPE 9090

9090 FORMAT ('$Enter factor controlling mainlobe
^width/sidelobe levels? (2.5>?? ')

READ (LT, 9092) NC,TEP
9092 FORM4AT (0,FlO.O)

IF(NC.EO.0) THEN
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WPAR(IU) - 2.5
ELSE

WPAR(IW) - TEMP
ED IF

EnD IF
IF(IW3E(W) .50.8? THEN

TYPE *,'Taylor window selected'
TYPE 9093

9093 FOF44OT ('$Enter Taylor parameter controlling mainlobe
^ idth/sidalobe leveI <4.>?? )

READ (LDT, 9092) NCTDGe
IF(NC.E0.0) THEN

UPAR(IN) . 4.
ELSE

UPAR(IN) - TEMP
DID IF

END IF

IF (ImT.EQ.5) THEN
TYPE :, 'Coaneate window weights for unequal

.spacing of easaenta over the window'
TYPE 9095

9095 FORMAT ('Saperture? (NOTE that this option should be used
^with cautionl) 'f/N? <N>7? ')

END IF
READ (LOT, 2215) NC,CHR
IF(CHR(1:l).EO.'Y'.0R.CHRC1:1) .EQ.'y'VIWTYP(IW)-IWiTYP(IW)+l0

910 CONTINUE
EWFLAG - TRE. !indicates a window has been defined
WFLAG - TRUE. Mfags window so it will be applied

ED IF
Garo 20

.........................................................................

* STEP 10 Celc steering vector for conventional phase to a plane steering

10 IF(.NO'Y.STE-P3) THENI
TYPE *,*Stop 3 in which freq is input has not been called'
IF(LDT.NE.5) STOP
GOTO 20

ED IF
TYPE -, 'Phase to a plane beam steering selected'
TYPE *,'Enter the beam steering direction in the array coord

system,'
TYPE 10000

10000 FORMAT ('3 - Azimuthal,polar angles (deg): 1
READ (WDT,-) AZANG,PANG

* Calculate the steering vector
* Steerjing vectors are exp(0, -k-p) where k is the propagation
* vector and p the position vector.

TYPE 10010
10010 FORMAT ('$Use actual(A) or ideal(I) element positions for

-steering? <A>?? ')
READ (ID'T.2215) NC,CHR
USEACTUAL- .TRUE.
IF(CHR(1: 1).EQ. I' .0R.CHt( 1: 1).EO. '.AND.STEP5) USEACTUAL-.FALSE.
IF(C14R(1:1).EQ.'I'.0R.CHtR(1:1).EQ.'I'.AND..NO0T.STEP5) THEN
TYPE *,'Ideal positions have not been input (step 5), so

actual positions will be used'
ED IF
IF (USFACTUAL.AND. .NOT.STEP4) THEN
TYPE . 'Element positions have not been input (step 4W
rF(LD'r.NE.5) STOP
0070 20

ED IF
STEP10 - .TRUE.
STEPS - .FALSE. !Steering vectors calculated not input
CPS - COSD(PANG)
SPS - SIND(PANG)
CAS - COSD(AZANG)
SAS - SIND(AZANG)

Calculation of steering vector
DO 1040 IE-1,NEL

IF(USEACTUAL.OR. .NO'rSTEP5) THEN !use exact sic pstns
TC-O9ILX(0.,-WNO(X(IE)*CPSCASY(IE)*CPS*SASZ(IE).SPS))

ELSE
TC-CIPLX(0.,-WVNO-(XI(IE)CPS*CASYI(lE)CPS*SASZI(IE)SPS))

END IF
SW(IE) - CONJG(CEXP(TC))

4,1040 CONTINUE
0070 20

... **......*........................................

* Step 11 ineamforming and output of beam amplitude end phase response.

11 IF(.NOT.STEP4) THEN
TYPE *,'Element positions have not been input (stop 4)'
It(LDT.NE.S) STOP
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G0TO 20
ED IF
IF(.WOT.STEP3) THEN

TYPE *'Freq and sound speed have not been input (stop 3),
IF(LDYT.NE.5) STOP
GOTO 20

ED IF
IF ( .OT.STEPSB.AND. .NOT.STEP1O) THEN

TYPE *'BDeam steering vectors have not been defined in
stops 8 or 101

IF(WDT.NE.5) STOP
GOTo 20

ED IF

* Set window weights to unity
00 1100 IE-l,NEL

1100 WT(IE)-l.

* Calculation of window weights if required

IF(STEPIO.AND.WFLAG) THE Iwindow weights to be calculated
DO 1130 IN - 1,NWIND

PROJMN - 1000. linit values for min,max
PROJ.X - _-1000.

* IWTYP CT 10 indicates that aperture sharing is to be used
IF(INTYP(IW).EQ.1 .OR. IWIYP(IW).EQ.5 .OR.

INTYP(IW).EQ.11 .OR. IWTYP(IW).EO.15 ) THEN
COPW-COSD (WTHET (IN))
SPW-SIND CWTNET (1W))
CAW-COSO (WPHI (IW))
SAW-SIND (WPHI (1W))

END IF

* Calculation of vector WV when INTYP-1 to 4 & 11 TO 14, WV is an
* axial vector and for IWTYP-5, 6, 15 and 16, WV is a normal
* vector. WV is used in calculating the aperture projected on
* the appropriate line or plane

WV (1) -0. linit value only
WV (2)-C.
WV(3)-0.
IIW-IWTYP (IN)
IF(IIW.EQ.1.OR.IIW.EO.11) THEN !bearing indep hor wind.
WV (1)-CAW
WV(2) -SAW

ELSE IF(IIW.EQ.2.OR.IWW.EQ.12) THEN !bearing dep hor window
WVM1-SAS !window vec is perp
WV(2)-CAS I to steering direction

ELSE IF(IXW.EQ.3.oR.rIw.EQ.l3) THEN !brg indep vert wind
WV (3)-i.

ELSE IF(IIW.EQ.4.OR.IIW.EQ.14) THEN !brg dep vert wind
WV(1)--SPS*CAS
WV(2)--SPS*SAS
WV(3)-CPS

ELSE IF(IIW.EQ.5.OR.IIW.EQ.15) THEN !brg indep 2-d wind
WV(l) -COP WCAW
WV(2)-COPw-SAW
WV(3)-SPW
YW(l)-SAW !y-axis in window plane
YW(2)-CAW
YW(3)-0.

ELSE IF(IIW.EQ.6.Ot.IIW.E0.16) THEN !brg dep 2-d wind
WV(1)-CPS*CAS
WV(2)-CPS*SAS
WV(3)-SPS
YW(l)--SAS ly-axis in window plane
YW (2) -CAS
YW(3)-0.

EID IF
IF (IIW.EQ.5.OR.IIW.EO.15.OR.IIW.EO.6.OR.IIW.EQ.16) THEN

* Define xn-axis and y-axis in window plane for use in calculating
* center of mass of array

XW (1) -YW (1)
XW(2)-YW(2)
XW(3)-YW(3)
CALL VECX3(XW,WV) !crossing y-axi(XW) into window vector WV-x-axs

* Calculation of center of mass of array projected on window plane
XSU14-0.
YStPA-0.
DO 1105 IE-1,NEL

IF (USEACTUAL) THEN
XSUM - XStI4 + X(IE)-XW(1) + Y(IE)-XW(2) + Z(IE)-XW(3)
YSUH - Y5L14 + X(IE)*YW(1) + Y(IE)*YW(2)

ELSE
XMil - XS114XI(IE)*XW(1)4YI(IE)*xw(2)+ZI(IE) *XW(3)
YSUM - YSt)4 + XI(IE)-YW(l) + YI(IE)*YW(2)

DND IF
1105 CONTINUE

)- XSUM/NEL
YM- YSU)I/NEL

END IF

* Calculation of the mean and max aperture for use in calculating
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window weights
DO 1110 IE-1,NEL

Ir(IIM.LE.4.OR. (IIW.GT.1O.AND.IIW.LE.14)) THEN laxial window
IF (USEACTUAL)

WX(IE) - X(IE)*WV(l) + Y(IE)*WV(2) + Z(IE)*W (3)
IF(C.NOT.USEACTUAL)

WXCIE) - XI(IE)*NV(l) + YI(IE)*WV(2) + ZI(IE)*V(3)
IF(NX(IE) .GT.PROJMX) PROJMCC - WX(IE)
IF(WX(IE).LT.PRJ9J) PROJM@ - WX(IE)

ELSE !2-D windows
*Cuec proj of position vectors in window plane re center of mass

IF (USEACTUAL) THEN
PX(IE) - X(IE)

t
XW(l) + Y(IE)*XW(2) + Z(IE)*XW(3)-XQ.

PY(IE) - X(IE) *YW(l) + Y(IE) *YW(2)-YN
ELSEr

PX(IE) - XI(IE)*XW(l) + YI(IE)*XW(2) + ZI(IE)*XW(3)-)(M
PY(IE) - XI(IE)*YW(l) + YI(IE) 'YW(2)-YM

END IF
WXCIE) - SORTCPX(IE)**2+PY(IE)**2)
PRO.Mi - 0.
IF(UX(IE) .GT.PROJMX) PROJMX - UXCIE)

END IF
1110 CONTINUE

IF(IIW.LE.4.OR. (IIW.GT.10.AND.IIW.LE.14)) THEN
APMEA4 (PROJ!VC+PROJM) /2 I median projection
APTOT -PROJMX-PROJMO4 ]tot aperture
ENEL - 2*APTOT*FREQ/C leffective # of elements

ELSE
ENEL - 4*PRO " XFREO/C

END IF
APFAC - (ENEL)/(ENE-L+2) laperture factor adjusts aperture

Ifor Hann window so window goes to
!zero 1/2 lambda beyond aperture

* Calculate the weight to compensate for variation in spatial density
* of the elements -- calculation of aperture share

DO 1120 IE-1,NEL !determine element multiplicity & nearest neighbor
ASCIE) - 1. !amplitude share initialized to 1.
IF(IIW.GT.10) THEN !aperture share to be calculated

AX(IE) - WX(IE)+10000 lAX (above X) and BX (below X) used for
BX(IE) - WX(IE)-10000 I caic of nearest neighbours
Do 1115 IE1-1,NEL

IF(WX(IEl).EQ.WX(IE)) THEN
IEKUL(IE)-IEHUL(IE)+l !# of elements co-located

ELSE
IF(VX(IEl) .GT.WX(IE) .AND.WX(Il) .LT.AX(IE))

AX(IE)-WX(IEl)
IF(WX(IEI) .LT.WX(IE) .AND.WX(IE1) .GT.BX(IE))

BX(IE)-WX(IE1)
END IF
IF(IE1.EQ.NEL) THEN !calculate aperture shr

IF (IIW.LE.14) THEN
IF(AX(IE) .EO.WX(IE)+10000. .ANO.

BX(IE) .EQ.WX(IE)-10000.)
AS(IE) - I./IEMUL(IE) !all elements co-located
IF(AX(IE).EQ.WX(IE).1O000.) THEN
AS(IE) - (WX(IE)-BX(IE))/ID.IUL(IEI

ELSE IF(BX(IE) .EQ.WX(IE)-10000) THEN
AS(IE) - (AX(IEI-WX(IE))/1DKJn(IE)

ELSE
AS(IE) - ((AX(IE)-BX(IE))/2.)/IEMUL(IE)

END IF
ELSE IF (IIW.LE.16) THEN 12-D window

IF(AX(IE).EO.WX(IE)+l0000. AND.
BX(IE).EQ.WXc(IE)-10000.) THEN

ASCIE) - l./IEMUL(IE) !all elements co-located
ELSE Ir(AX(IE).E0.WX(IE)+10000.) THEN

NX(IE) - (WX(IE)+BXtIE))/2.
ASCIE) - ((2*WX(IE)-BX(IE))**2-BX(IE)**2)

/IEHUL CIE)
ELSE IF(Bx(iE).EO.WX(IE)-10000) THEN

AX(IE) - (AX(IE)+WX(IEfl/2.
AS(IE) - AX(IE)**2/IDUL(IE)

ELSE
AXCIE) - (WX(IE)+AX(IE) 1/2.
SX(IE) - (WX(IE)+BX(IE))/2.
ASCIE) - ((AX(IE)-*2-ax(IE))**2)/I.IUL(IE)

END IF
ELSE

STOP 'Window type is Incorrect,
END IF

END IF
1115 CONTINUE

END IF lend of calculation of aperture share
1120 CONTINUE

* Calculate the window weight for each element
* NOTE that the weights are calculated multiplicatively since two
* windows can be applied at the same time.

DO 1125 IE-1,NEL
IF(IJW.LE.4.Oft.(IIW.GT.10.AND.IIW.LE.14)) THEN
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PROJ -0.

IF (APToT.GT.0.) PROJ - ABS (2* (WX (IE) -APEAN) /APTOT)
ELSE

PROJ - 0.
IF (PR0JMCC.GT-0.) PROJ -WX(IE)/PROJMX

END IF
IF(IWFRM(IW) .EQ.0) THEN

WT(IIE) - WTr(IE)*AS(IE) 'rectangular window
ELSE ir(IWF~m(iw) .Eo.1) THEN ;window in WTBL1

PROJ - ABS(PROJ)
CALL TDINTP(NEWTBL(l), 1,1,WTBL,PROJ,RES)
WWIE - bAT(IE)*RES*AS(IE)

ELSE IF(111FRM(IW) .E0.2) THEN Ivindow, in WTSL2
PROJ - ABS (PROJ)
CALL TBINTP(NEWTSL(2),1,1,WTUL(1,2),PROJ,REs)
UMT(IE) - WPAT(IE)*RES*AS(IE)

ELSE IF(IWFRM(IW).EQ.3) THEN !Hann window
HANN - 0.5 + 0.5*cos(AprAC*PRoj*Pi)
WAETIE) - WeT(IE)*HANN*AS(IE)

ELSE IF(IWFM~(IW) .EQ.4) THEN IHazudng window
HAMM - 0.54*COS(PROJ*PI)+.46
WWT(IE) - WWTI * HW* AS (IE)

ELSE IF(IWFRM(IW).EQ.5) THEN 1raised cosine window
RCOS - (1.-WPAR(IW))*0.5*(l+C0S(PROJ*pI)), WPRI
WWT(IE) - WTI * RCOS -AS (IE)

ELSE IF(IWFRM(IW).EQ.6) THEN !raised cos**2 window
R2COS - (1.-WPAR(IW))*COS(PROJ*PI/2)**24 WPAR(IW)
WWTI - WWTI * R2COS * AS(IE)

ELSE IF(IWFRM(IW) .EQ.7) THEN !Gaussian window
WW(I - WVI(IE)*AS(IE)* EXP(-0.5*(WPAR(IW)IPROJ)**2)

ELSE IF(IWFRM(IW) .EQ.B) THEN !Taylor window
WWTI - WVI(IE)*AS(IE)*

FIZERO(WPAR(IW) *SORT (1...PRO3*2))
END IF

1125 CONTINUE
1130 CONTINUE

END IF lend of window wt caics

IF (.NOT.STEP12.A4D. .NOT.STEP11) THEN !open default o/p files
OPEN (UNIT-Ll * NA?>E-"BMPAT. .AMP TYPE- 'NEW', FORM- *FORMATIE'

OPEN (UNIT-L02, NAMF- DMPAT .PHS ,TYPE- 'HEW',*FOkN- 'FORMATTED'
END IF
IF (STEP12.OR. .NOT.STEP11) THEN

*output of initial plotting information - these commnands included once
* in each output file

WRITE (LO1,11000) R1,R2 !plot origin
WRITE (L02, 11000) R1,R2

11000 FORMAT (- ORSET -,2(F7.2,lX))
WRITE (101,11010) R3,R4
WRITE (L02,11010) R3,R4

11010 FORMAT (- AXSET -,2(F7.2,1X)) !axes lengths
WRITE (101,11020) R5
WRITE (L02,11020) R5

11020 FORMAT (- THSET -,F7.2) !plot angle
*Calculation of character scaling factor

IF(R3.LT.R4) THEN
CWDTH - 100.
CHGHT -100.*R3/R4

ELSE IF(R3.GT.R4) THEN
CHGHT - 100.
CWDTH - 100.*R4/R3

ELSE
CWDTH - 100.
CHGHT - 100.

END IF
STEP12 - .FALSE.

ELSE
WRITE (LO1,-) *NEWPAGE-

WRITE (101,') *PLOT'
WRITE (L02,-) *NENPAGE'
WRITE (L0I' PLOT*

END IF

STEP11 - .TRUE.
LOOT - .TRUE. ILOGT is to allow only one error tug out

* Dfine the plane in which beam is to be sampled as the x-y plane in
* abeam coordinate system. This beam system is defined relative the

* array coord system by three coordinate rotations Z1ROT,YROT,Z2ROT.
* To describe this transformation it is assumed that the array coord
* system is such that the x-axis points north, the y-axis
* east and the z-axis vertically up. Both the array and the beam systems
* are left-handed coord systems. The rotations to go from the array
* system to the beam coord system are as follows:
* Z1ROT, YROT are rotations about the z-array and yl-axis which

* define the x-y plane of the beam system;
* Z2MOT is a rotation about the z-axis of the beam system to

* orient the x and y axis in the plane.

TYPE -,,Is beam to be sampled in the horizontal(HPl
TYPE ,*vertical(V)l
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TYPE 11030
11030 FORMAT V$S or other (0) plane?

<HI>?? 1)
READ (WDT,2215) NC,CHR
IF(CHR(1:1).EO.'V'.OR.CHR(1:1).E.'v) THEN Ivertical amp plane
TYPE 11032

11032 FORMAT ('$Azimuthal angle defining orientation
of vertical sample plane? <0>?? ')

READ (I.DT,11035) NC,vAZANG
11035 FORMAT (Q,FlO.01

IF (NC.EO.0) VAZANG-0
ZIROT - VAZANG - 90.
YROT - +90.
Z2R0T - e90.
WRITE (LO1,

5
) I LABEL 3'

WRITE (1,01,11040) VAZANG
11040 FORMAT (' !SCAO.6;A1MPLITUDE RESPONSE IN VERTICAL PLANE

BEARING ',F5.0,1 degrees.)
WRITE (L02,-) - LABEL 3'
WRITE (L02, 11050) VAZANG

11050 FORMAT (' ISCAO.6;PHASE RESPONSE IN VERTICAL PLANE
BEARING ',F5.0,1 degrees')

ELS IF(CHR(:1).EQ.'0'.OR.CHR(:l).EQ.'o') THEN !amp plane not h or v
TYPE 11055

11055 FORMAT ('$Enter the z,y'' rotations defining the sample
plane? ')

READ (LDT, 5) ZlROT, ThOT
*The operator is prompted if the plane in which the beam is to be
*sampled in not horizontal or vertical. A YROT greater than 85 degrees
*is assumed to define a vertical plane. Prompts only occur if input is
*from the keyboard.

IF(LDT.EQ.5.AND.ABS(YROT) .LE.85.0) THEN
Z2ROT - 0.
CALL XFMROT (ZlROT, YROT, Z2RO'I)
TYPE *,'With these z,y'' rotations the z" rotation

^required to put the beam x-axis,
TYPE 11060, M2OT

11060 FORMAT (I in the north plane is 1,F6.1,' degrees')
END IF
TYPE 11070

11070 FORMAT ('SEnter z" rotation (orients x-axis of the beam
.system In the x-y plane)? 1)

READ (LOT. 11080) NC,Z2ROT
11080 FORMAT (,Fl0.0)

IF(NC.EQ.0) Z2ROT-0.
WRITE (L01,*) - LABEL 3'
WRITE (LO1,11090) Z1ROT,YROT,Z2ROT

11090 FORMAT (I !SCAO.6;AMPLITUDE RESPONSE IN PLANE '

F4.0, ', ,F4.0,-, ',F4.0)
WRITE (L02*) - LABEL 3'
WRITE (L02,11100) zlRO'r,YROT,Z2ROT

11100 FORMAT (' !SCAO.6;PHASE RESPONSE IN PLANE '

F4.0, ', ,F4.0,-, ',F4.0)
ELSE !amp plane horizontal

TYPE 11110

111 10 FORM4AT ('$Enter azimuthal angle to which to reference beamresponse? 1)
READ CLT,') Z2ROT
ZlROT - 0.
YROT - 0.
WRITE CLO,') - L.ABEL 3-
WRITE (1,41,11120) Z2ROT

111 20 FORMAT (I ISCAO.6;AMPLITUDE RESPONSE IN HORIZONTAL PLANE
-relative 1,FG.0,l degrees')

WRITE (L02,*) -LABEL 3'
WRITE (L02,11130) Z2ROT

11130 FORMAT C ISCAO.6;PHASE RESPONSE IN HORIZONTAL PLANE
.relative -,F6.0,- degrees-)

EM IF

* Transform element positions Into beam ref system
DO 1135 IE-I,NEL

XT-X CIE)
YT-Y (IE)
ZT-Z (ZE)
CALL XFMYZ (ZIROT, TROT, Z2ROT, XT, YT,ZT)
XB CIE) -XT
YS(IE)-YT
ZB(IE)-ZT

1135 CONTINUE

* Define the angles in the x-y plane at which the beam is to be sampled.
TYPE 11140

11140 FORM4AT ('$Enter angles at which beam is to be sampled:
min,siax,increment?? 1)

READ (LDT,*) ANQ44,ANGMX,ANGINC
NB- (ANM8-ANGMt) /ANGINCel
IF(NB.GT.VNB) THEN

TYPE *, 'The numiber of samples of beam pattern exceeds array
dimensions'

TYPE ,'The angle Increment has been increased to stay within
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^dimensions
ANGINC *(ANMX-ANG*)/ (1'VGB-1)

END IF

TYPE *,'Enter the typ. of normalization to employ where:'
TYPE ,1. sets the peak response toO0 d8,1
TYPE 2. normalizes relative to the beam response in

-the steering direction,'
TYPE -, 3. normalizes relative to the 3-dimensional peak

^(NOTE this is slow)'
TYPE 11150

11150 FORMAT ('$
1,2 or 3? <1>?? *

READ (LDT11151) NC,NORM
11151 FORMAT (Q,110)

IF (NC.EQ.0) NORM - 1
IF (NORM.EQ.2 .AND4. STEPS) THEN
TYPE *,'Normalization 2 cannot be used when steering vector

^Is input,
TYPE NORM in being changed to 11
NORM -4

END IF
IF (NORM.EQ.2.OR.NOR4.EQ.3) THEN
TYPE 11160

11160 FORM4AT (1s Use response of actual(A) or ideal(l) array
^for normalization? <A>?? 1)

READ (LDT,2215) NC,CHR
IDEAL - .FALSE.
IF(CHR(1:1).EQ.1I.OR.CHR(1:1).EQ.i1 MDEAL - .TRUE.

END IF

TYPE 11170
11170 FORMAT (VSIs directivity index to be calculated - THIS Is

-TIME CONSUMING - (Y/N)? <N>??)
READ (LDT,2215) NC,CHR
CALDIR - .FALSE.
IF(CHR(1:l).EQ.'Y.OR.CHR(l:1).EO.'y*) CALDIR - .TRUE.

IF(NORM.EQ.3.OR.CALDIR) THEN
* Calculation of 3-d norm and directivity index- .. *.

TYPE 11180
11180 FORMAT ('$Enter angular step size for peak search/

^directivity calculation? <0.5>?? 1)
READ (LDT, 11080) NC,ASTEP
IF(NC.EQ.0) ASTEP - 0.5

*Calculate 3-dimen sional beam normalization factor and/or directivity
*index. Both of these operations are performed by calculating
*beam response in increments of ASTEP in polar and azimuthal
*angle. The element amplitude and phase errors and array distortion

: re automatically included in the calculations for directivity index
* nd optionally included in the determination of peak response.

SUMO - 0. !omni power sum
SUMB - 0. !beam power sum
Bt44X1 - -1000. !initial values for max powers
8B9VC2 - -1000.
NSTEP - 180./ASTEP
DO 1150 IP - 0,NSTEP

PA - (IP*ASTEP-90.)
CP - COSO (PA)
SP - SIND0(PA)
DO 1145 IA - -NSTEP,NSTEP-1

AZA - IAASTEP
CA - COSD(AZA)
SA - SIND(AZA)
XX - -VNO-CP-CA
YK - -VVNOCP-SA
ZK - -WVNO*SP
CPWI - CM!PLX(0.,0.)
CPW2 - C4PLX(0.,0.)
LOOT - .TRUE. !LOOT is to allow only one error msg out
DO 1140 IE-1,NEL

* Calculate element amplitude and phase factor
IF(IETYP(IE).EQ.0) THEN !omnl element

EAF 1.
* EPF -0.

ELSE !calculate angle between element axis and wavevector
ELCP -COSD(EEPOL(IE))

ELSP - SIND(ELPOL(IE))
ELCA - COSD(EEAZ(IE))
ELSA - SIND(EEAZ(IE))
XT - ELCP*ELCA
YT - ELCP-ELSA
ZT - ELSP
IF ((X7.EQ.0. AND14. YT.EQ.0. AND14. ZT.EQ.0.) .OR.

* ~(XR.EQ.0. .AND4. Y.EQ.0. .AND4. Z.EQ.0.)) THEN
ELANG - 0.

ELSE
ELANG - ACOS( -X*XR+Y*Y+ZT*ZR)

/SORT (XTI2+Yr**2+ZT2)
/SQRT (XR--2-YR*2+ZK*-2))

ELANG - ELANG/DTR
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END IF
END IF
IF (IETYP(IE).EO.1) THEN !response fm tbl

IF(.NOT.STEP4) THEN !elemsent tbl has not been i/p
IF(WOGT) THEN ftype out error msg

LOGT-.FALSE. !inhibit error msg
TYPE -,'Element table has not been input so

*type 1 elmtents assumed cnni'
END IF
EAr- 1.
EPF-0.

ELSE
CALL TBINTP (NELTB, 2, 1,ELETBL, ELANG, EAF) !table Interpol
EAF - 10.*(EAF/20.)
CALL ThINTP (NELTE. 2,2, ELETBL, ELANG, EFF) !table Interpol

END IF
ELSE IF (IETYP(IE).EQ.2) THEN !dipole

EAF - ABS(COSD(ELANG))
EPF - 0.
IF(COSD(EIANG).LT.0) EPF - 180.

ELSE IF (IETYP(IE).EQ.3) THEN !cardicid
EPF - 0.
EAr - 0.5 + 0.5-CSD(ELANG)

DND IF
IF (N0RM..EO.3.AND.IDEAL) THEN

PHASE - XI(IE)X)G( +YI(IE)*YK + ZI(IE)*ZK + EPF*DTR
CE - CMPLX(0.,PHASE)
CPW1 - CPWl + EA*WT(IE)*SW(IE)*CEXCP(CE)

END IF
IF ((N0W4.EQ.3.AND..NOT.IDEAL).OR.CALDIR) THEN
PHASE - X(IE)*XK +Y(IE)-Y( + Z(IE)-ZK + EPF*DTR

+ PE(IE)*DTR
CE - CMPLX(0.,PHAsE)
CPW2 - CPW2 + AE(IE)*EAF*NT(IE)SWI(IE)-CEXP(CE)

END IF
1140 CONTINUE

IF(NORN.EQ.3.AN!D.IDEAL) THEN
BP - REAL(CPW1*CONJG(CPWI))
IF(BP.GT.BMMX1) BMM~l - BP

END IF
IF((NOPI4.EQ.3.AND..NOT.IDEAL) .OR.CALOIR) THEN

BP - REAL(CPW2*CONJC(CPW2))
IF(NORN.EQ.3.AND.BP .GT.H)4~DC) 8*0(1 - BP
IF(CALDIR) THEN

IF(BP.GT.H14X2) WW4C2 - BP !beam max for directivity calcs
*In integrating the elements must be scaled by the size of the

S:lment of solid angle which is proportional to the
* cosine of the polar angle

SUMO - StUMO + CP !integrating over omni
SUMB - SlIMB + CP*BP !integrating over beam

END IF
END IF

1145 CONTINUE
1150 CONTINUE

IF (CALDIR) THEN
IF(H144X2.NE.0 .AND. SUMO.NE.0.0) THEN

ARG - SUMB/SUMO/BMMX2
ELSE

TYPE *,'There is a problem in integrating for directivity'
STOP

END IF
IF(ARG.LE.10E-30) THEN

DIRIMDX - -1000.
ELSE

DIRINDX - -10.*LOGIO (ARC)
END IF

END IF
IF(NORM.EQ.3) THEN

SNOW - SQRT(B?.WC)
FNORN - 10.-LOG10(MAX(8V(1,1.E-35))

END IF
END IF

* End of 3-d norm and directivity index calcs-*. ..
IF(NORM4NE.3) THEN

SNORM-1.
FNOM4 - 0.

END IF

* calculate and output beam responses
PASSI - .FALSE.
IF(NORM.EQ.2.AND.STEP10) PASS1-.TRUE. !normalizing factor found on ps 1
UBtf4 - 10000. !for normalizing in steering dir

PM- -10000.
DO 1165 Ia - 1,N9

1155 IF(PASS1) THEN !normalizing factor to be caic In steering direction
CP - COSO (PANG)
SP - SIND (PANG)
CA - COSD(AZANG)
SA - SIND(AZANG)

ELSE
ANG - A?#G+ANGINC(IB-l)

II~ CA - COSD(ANG)
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a SA - SIND(ANG)
CP - 1.
SP - 0.

END IF
XK - -WVNO-CP*CA
YI( - -WVNOCP-SA
ZN - -WVNO-SP
Cpu - OMPLX(0.,0.)

DO 1160 IE - 1,NEL
* Calculate element amplitude and phase factor which is a function
* of the type of element, its orientation and the arrival direction
* of the incoming plane wave.

IF(IETYP(IE).EQ.0) THEN !oln element
EAF - 1.
EPF - 0.

ELSE !calculate angle between element axis and wavevector
ELCP - COSD(EEPOL(IE))
ELSP - SIND(EEPOL(IE))
ELCA - COSD(EEAZ(IE))
ELSA - SIND(EEAZ(IE))
XT - ELCP*ELCA
YT - ELCP-ELSA
ZT - ELSP

* Now transform this vector into the beam coord system
IF(.NOT.PASS1) CALL XFMZYZ(Z1ROT,YROT,Z2ROT,Xr,YT,ZT)
Caic angle between element axis and propagation vector
IF ((XT.EQ.0. .AND. YT.EQ.0. .AND. ZT.EQ.0.) .OR.

(XK.EQ.0. .AND. YK.EQ.10. .AND. ZK.EQ.0.)) THEN
ELANG -0.

ELSE
ELANG -ACOS( .. (X*XKYT*YK+ZT*ZK)

/SQRT(T*24r12ZT*2)/SRT(XKi(2YK*2)
ELANG -ELANG/DTR

END IF
END IF

IF (IETYP(IEk.EQ.1) THEN !response fmn tbi
IF(.NOT.STEP6) THEN !element tbl has not been i/p

IF(LOGT) THEN !type out error msg
LOGT-.FALSE. !Inhibit error msg

* TYPE*,'~Element table has not been input so,
type 1 elements assumed aln

END IF
EAF-1.
EPF-0.

ELSE
CALL TBINTP(NELTB,2, 1,ELETBL,ELANG,EAF) !table Interpol
CALL -TBINTP (HELB, 2,2, ELETBL, ELANG, EPF) !table interpc-'
EAF - 10.**(EAF/0.

END IF
ELSE IF (IETYP(IE).EQ.2) THEN !dipole
EW - ABS(COSD(ELANG))
EPF - 0.
IF(C0SO(ELANG).LT.0) EPF - 180.

ELSE IF (IETYP(IE).EQ.3) THEN !cardloid
EPF - 0.
EAY - 0.5 +0.5* C050(ELANG)

END IF
IF(PASS1) THEN !calc for normaliz. factor

IF(IDEAL) THEN
PHASE - XI(IE)*XN +YI(IE)*YK + ZI(IE)-ZK *EPF-DTR
CE - CMPLX(0., PHASE)

CPW - Cpu EAF-WWT(IE) 5N(IE)-CE(P (CE)
* ELSE

PHASE - X(IE)*XX 4Y(IE)*Y1 + Z(IE)*Z + (EPF4PE(IE))*DTR
CE -CMPLX(0.,PHASE)

CPW -CPW + AE(IE)*EAF*WWT(IE)*SW(IE)-CEX(P(CE)
END IF

ELSE
PHASE -XB(IE)XN( +YB(IE)*YK 4ZB(IE)*ZK +(PE(IE)4EPF)*DTR
CE -C2MWLX(O.,PHASE)

CPW -CPW+EAFAE(IE) WWT(IE)*SW(IE)/SNORM*CEXP (CE)
END IF

1160 CONTINUE
B- MAX(REAL(CPWCONJG(CPW)),l.E-35)

IF(PASS1) THEN
SH0)RN - SORT(BP)
PNOR4 - -10.-LOG10(MAX(BP,1.E-35)) !normalizing factor in dB
PASS 1-.FALSE.
G070 1155

ELSE
ANGO(IS) -ANG

W(IB) -10.*LOGIO(BP)

IF(AIMAG(CPW).EQ.0. .AND. RE-AL(CPW).EQ.0.) THEN
PHS(IB) - 0.

ELSE
P115(IB) - ATAN2D(AIMAG(CPW),REAL(CPW))

END IF

IF(BM (19) .LT.BMIMt) BMMN-BMP(IB)
END IF
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1165 CONTINUE

Calculate the beo width...*........***.
Two tes of 3 dB down points are defined for the purpose of finding

* type 1 - beampower is increasing with increasing beau 0

* type 2 - beampower Is decreasing with decreasing beom #

BWDTH - 10000 Hbe Iwdth set to large value
PKANG - 10000 !Initial 4eg position of peak
ISTRT - 1 !str point for loop
DWN3 - 8c - 3 !3 do dow from max

" Find a type 1 3 dB down point
1170 DO 1175 I - ISTR,NB-2

IF (ptiIe).LE.Du43 .AD. 3MP(II.1GT.DWm3) THEN
11 - IB
GM1 1180

END IF
1175 CONTINUE

0010 1190 !no more type 1 3 dB dwn points

* A type 1 3 dB point has been found - is there a peak?
1180 PEAK - .FALSE.

DO 1185 13 - I1+i,NB-1
* First determine If this bem borders a type 2 3 dB down point

IF (w(IB).GT.DNN3 .AD. 3W(13-1).LE.D13) THEN !type 2 3de dwn
12 - IB
IF (PEAK) THN !there is a peak, calc beenwldt?

Al - (ANGO(ll.1)-AW0O(I1))*(Dh3-Up(I1n)
/ ( 111*}-m) ( (11) ) * AIGO (11)

A2 - (ANGO(I21)-ANGO(I2I))*(DU3-DP(I2))
/ (IMP (12 - 1) -IM (12) ANGO (:2

SWIN - A2 - Al
IF (3BVTH.LT.9WIDTH) THEN

BVIDTH - 9rH !beamwidth defined as ain
PMANG - PKA !position of peek

EID IF
END IF
ISTRT - IB+I
IF (ISTRT.GT.NS-2) GOTO 119C
0010 1170 'go to look for type : RBdo

END IF

Current beam does not border a type 2 3dm down point. Is it a peak?
A peak is declared If b power is within .1 dB of ma power BO(

IF (B1P(IB).GE.(B*C-O.1) .AND..NOr.PEAJ) THEN
PEAK - .TRUE.
PKA - ANGO(IS) 'peak posItIor
TPEAK - OW (I)
Find peak position
DO 1184 IBS - I18-,NB

IF (DMP(I3B).G7.TPEAK) THEN
PKA - ANGO(I BU) 'peek pos.1tio
TPEAK - 319(IRS)

ELSE
GOTO 1185

END IF
1184 CONTINUE

END IF
1185 CONTINUE

1190 CONTINUE
* End of bermwidth cac*.................

* Set up ranges for the plots
YRNG - BMMX-BMM
IF(YRUG.LE.10) THEN

fYSTRT - -10
ELSE IF(YRNG.LE.16) THEN

YSTRT - -16
ELSE IF(YRNG.LE.25) THEN

YSTRT - -25
ELSE IF(YRNG.LE.40) THEN

YSTRT - -40
ELSE IF(YRNG.LE.60) THEN

YSTRT - -60
ELSE

YSTRT - -100
ED IF
IF(LDT.EQ.5) THEN

. YSTRT-YSM
TYPE 11190, IYSTUT

11190 FORMAT ('$Enter the minimum beo power to plot: .,4,'?
READ (LDT,11200) Nc, IYsTRT

11200 FORmAT (0,I10)
IF (NC.NE.0) YST 'T-IYSTRT

END IF
IF(YSTRT.GT.-20) THEN
DIF-2.

ELSE IF(YSTRT.GE.-50) THIE
Dir-C.
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ELSE
DIF -10.

ED IF
IF' (YSrR.GT.-20) THNh

YAXNC - 2
YBD- 4

ELSE IF(YSTRT.GE.-35) THEN
YAINC - 5
NYSBD - 5

YAM- 10
NYSBD -

END IF
YhAX-DIV
ThIN-YSTRT-DIF
XRM - N -AG

WRITE (L.01,11210) CUMfl,CHGHT
WRITE (W.2,11210) CW)TH,cmHT

11210 FOMWA C' CHSET *,2(F7.2,1X)) 'char size
WRITE (1,01,11220)
WRITE (1.2,11220)

11220 Fx)WAT (, sETspD) 1 l00-) !100 rn/see
IF(XRNIG.EQ.90. .OR.XRMG.EQ.1S0. .OR.X 'G.EQ.360.) THEN

IF(XR.EQ.360.) THEN
XAIJC - 90
NXSSD - 3

ty SE
XAINC - 30
NXSSO - 6

XSTRT - NG
IF(XRNG.EQ.90.) THEN

XAINO - 30
)S4IN - ANGMN-S
VW~ - ANGMac.

ELSE
XMIN - ANGM4-10
MM~ - AMG4X.10

END IF'
WRITE (101,11230) 1,XMIN,XMAX
WRITE (102,11230) 1,DIIN,*AX
WRITE (L401,11230) 3.DIKIN,*WA
WRITE (L02,11230) 3,XIIN,34A

1.23.0 VONAT C RANE'. 2,2F8.2)
WRITE 41,401,11240) 1,XSTUtTXAINC,NXSUD
WRITE (102,11240) 1,XST~tT,XAINC,NXSS8D
WRITE (W.0.11240) 3,xsTRT,xIAzmc,mxsso
WRITE (1.2,11240) 3,XSTRtT,XAINC,NXSBLD
WRITE (10,') I SET 3 0'
WRITE (L02,-) INSET 3 01

ED IT
_Z4C F004AT C SSET -. 2,2FO.2,15)

WRITE (1,401,1123C) 2,YMIN.ThAX !range
WRITE (1.02,11230,) 2,-200.,20C.
WRITE (140,1124CI 2, YSTR'T, YAIMdC.PrYSBC'$e
up:I-E (102,11240) 2,-180., 30.,6

WTE(1.0,1230C) 4,YMINYMAX rne
WRITE (1.2,11230) 4,-20..36C.
WRITE (1.0, 11240) 4,YSTWI.YAINC,,JYSW s*
WRITE (1.02,11240) 4,0.,30.,16
WRITE (L.0,,') USE' 4 C.
WRITE (1.202. ) SET 4 C'

Output of Informationl header
KPI.OT - !EPI.0 *1 'Plot * In .crr~

IF (CAILIP) DI - DIRINDX
OW- wwI)C

IF (.NDT. (STEPb0.AM1.W1.G) I01

,r abWRM.EC.* PN - 0
WRI TE (1.C1 *,,I LAEL 7'
MRITE (1.02,') LAE. 11

(F W.EC.^O) THENS
MRITE (10.120W0WR.rWOW.WR

W:IE '102. 12SI7 Sm
.. 25. TOOM7 (' WINDhUSt -

ELSE
WRIM '1.01.11252) NDR.'U',S. jI~P(WwwW N

22 rOinIA; WNOUS ',OR p'*-V , IEUE 6'

DCI IF
:AZ.. ESr? '41, , r . FALSE. .t '-p' ''S

UP:Tt '1.02.' LAKt.

WRIT! '1.0:, .1254 MW/ .R'" uzs~,
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11254 VIO1T C PL47T #',*', FRE-'F6.0, 'N, 3P1IDTN-',F5. 1,
ftuq at ,.rS , 'dag. 01' M!.. 3SCA1.667;1)

11256 ICUGT C' PLOT 0'1 12,1. FS1z-',r6.0 'INZ'SCAl.667;*)
CALL ClUtSET (63,. TKZ... * TltU[.,) I enable output convers error nag

WRITE (1,01,-) *LABEL V
WRITE (LOI,.) AML (DUEPZES
MITE (LOI,.) 'LABEL 2'
WITE (LOI. ) KAME RESPONSE (l
MSITE (1,02,-) L ABEL 1'
MITIE (142,-) ' MUL (dog)
MITE (LO2,*) LABE:L 2'
WITE U402, - KAMd PHASE (dog)

WRITE 41,0") CumVE
WITE (L02 ) 'CURVE'

Do 119S Im-XN3
IF ("004.ECO. II10 U(Is) O(Is)U -m man plotted value set to C d9
MRITE (L1, ) AMOG(1) MW(IS

WRITE (LO,*) NGO4)3PHSUS0)
1195 CONTINUE

Om0 20

* tP 12 Open output fInes

.2 IF (STEP12.OR.STEPX1) THEN
CLOSE (L01I7 - LC:)
CLOSE (UNIT - LO2)

noI IF
12-C TYPE 12000

120C FOPMT (,$Enter name for output files (include no exteonsion)? 1
READ (I?, 2000) NCWAN
N(C-1) -I.I
EN6 (NC.?) - *A*
NM (VIC.3) - I'
NJW (MC.4, - 'P'
Nmo (XIC-5) - "
OPE LuIT-LOI, NM-NMN. TYPE-'*NEW'. * (0R4- * RoWATTED ERR- 12 XC)
NmaMC*1) -I.
NAM (NC.?) -*
NM ("C-3) - I'
NM (PC-4) - IS
OPEN (hIlT-La?, Ne-NAME TYPE- 'NEW', room- ' OmATTED', EARR.4? I)

STEP12 - *TWE.
amT 20

1211 IF)TYIPP) TH(EN 'Iat input was from T'rY
TYPE *.'Error in opening output data files. TRY AIN'
COTO 1200

ELSE 'last Input was frcr a file
STOP 'Error in opening output data fl~w

IND IF

11 CLO0SE RMJIT-L01)
CLOSE (UNIT-La?2)
iF)LDT.mt.s) CLOSE(tm:'r-LD'r)
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SUlROUTINE OPNTIL (LUN, PROMPT, LOT, ERR)

ONd ENTRY
S LUN is the logical unit * of file to be opened
* PRO4PT is the character string to be used to prompt for file name. The
* character string must be terminated with a '!1

L LDT is the logical unit 0 from which file name is to be input

* ON EXIT
* LUN, PR09OT and L[T are unchanged
* ERA is I logical variable that is true if there is an error in opening
* the file

LOGICAL ERR
BYTE NM (32), PRGPT (80)

IX-0
DO 10 1-1,80

IF(PIOPPT(I).EQ.' 1) GaTO 20
IX - IX # 1

10 CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE

Ir(LDT.EO.5) TYPE 1000, (PR01T(J),J-I, IX)
1000 FORMTT (S$',OA1)

READ (IDT, 1010) NC,N W
1010 FORMAT (Q,32A1)

NME (NC-I)-"0
ERR - . FALSE.
OPEN (UNIT-LUN,NAME-NAME,TYPE-'OLD, FOM-'FORMATTE', E:RR-30)
RETURN

30 ER - .TRUE. !error opening file
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE VECX3 (vI,V2)

The subroutine calculates the vector cross product VI X V2 where

VI and V2 are 3rd order vectors.

ON EXIT the resultant Is in VI

REAL-4 VI(3),V2(31,VT(3)

VT(1) - v1(2)v2(3)-v2(2V1(3)
VT(?) - V1(3)V2 1)-V2(3] VI(1)
VT(3) - Vl(1)-V2(2)-V2(1)*vl(2)

DO 10 IE - 1,3
10 VI(IE) - 'T(E)

RETURN
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SUBROUTINE TBINTP (NENT, MDV.ISEL, TABLE, MG, RES)

* A. Collier 14 July/86
* This subroutine is for interpolating from a table. The Independent
* values in the table must increase monotonically.
* The table can contain any number of dependent values.
* The sequence of values in the table is as follows:
*indep value(l), dependentl(l),dapendent2(l)....
*indep valuoC?), dependentl(2),dependent2(2)....

ONENR NENT -The number of entries in the table
N DV -The number in dependent variables

*ISEL -The index defining the dependent variable of Interest
TABLE: The array containing the table

*ARG - The independent variable for which interpolation to be
ONEI made

* ~NENT, DV, ISEL, TABLE, ARG remawin unchanged
* RES Contains the interpolated value

...............................................................................

REAL*4 TABLE(*)

* If MRG is outside the range of the table the returned result is either
* the first or lest table entry

IF(ARG.LE.TABLE(1() THEN
RES - TABLE(ISEL+l)
RETURN

END IF
IX - (NENT-1)*(NDV+l).1
IF(ARG.GE.TABLE(IX)) THEN

RES - TABLE(IX+ISE-L)
RETURN

END IF

* Find the position in the table in which MRG falls
IX2 - 1
DO 10 IT - 2,NENT

IX1-IX2
IX2-IXl.NDV+l
IF (ARG.GT. TABLE (MX) .AND. ARG. LE.TABLE (TX?) ) THEN

VARl-TABLE(IXI)
VAR2 -TABLE (rX2)
OVARi-TABLE (IXI.ISEL)
DVAR2-TABLE (IX? +ISEL)
IF (VAR2.EQ.VARI) THEN

TYPE *,'ERROR in table. 2 independent variables are equal,
STOP

END IF
RES - (ARG-VARI) /(VAR2-VARl) *(DVAR2-DVARI) +DVAR1
RETURN

END IF
10 CONTINUE

TYPE *,'An~j error has occured during table interpolation due to
improper table values'

STOP
ED
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FUNCTION FIZERO (ARG)

" Chebychev expansion of I0(ARG) (modified Bessel function type 0)

PEAL*4 A(13)/255.46687962436217,190.49432017274284,
82.48903274402410,22.27481924246223,4.01167376017935,
0.50949336543998, .04771874879817, .00341633176601,
.00019246935969, .0000087383155, .00000032609105,
.00000001016973, .00000000026883/

FIZERO - SUM (ARG/9.0,A,13)
RETURN

*..........*..... . .. *..*.*. *****.*..eeee oeo e*......***e

FUNCTION SUM(Z,A,NN)

REA.L4 A(13)

N-NN

B3-0.
X-2"z'z-1 •

B1 - 2"X 2-B3A(N)

IF(N.EO.1) GOTO 2
93 - 92
82 - B1
N - N-1

2 SLIM - (BI-B3)/2.0
RETUFRN
ED

J
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SUBROUTINE XFMCOT (ZIROT,OYROT, Z2ROT)

*A. Cole 1• b8 eso

* Given a left-hand co-ordinate system (positive rotations are in a clockwise
* direction), referred to as co-ordinate system 1, in wh1ch the x-y plane
• can be imagined to be horIzontal, the I-axis vertical, and the
* x-z plane to be the north plane; the x-y plane can be oriented in any

way by a sequence of two rotationa: The first about the z-axis (Z1RCT)
• and the second about the resultant y-axis or y'-axis (YROT).
• These two rotations result in a ", y,"a co-ordinate syter, which has
• the -y_ plane oriented as desired. However the position of the
S x" and y" axis in this plane, relative to the north plane is not
* readily obvious. This subroutine calculates the z"-axls rotation (Z2ROT)
• required to put the x-axis in the north plane.

* The Z2ROT value calculated can be in error when the x"-y" plane is near
• vertical relative co-ordinate system 1 (this corresponds to YROT values
* that approach + or - 90 degrees). Consequently If YROT is outside the
• range -,- 85 degrees, then an advisory is typed and the subroutine is
* exited without further calculation.

SON ENTRY
* ZIROT,YROT contain the z-axis, y'-axis rotations (in degrees) to
* orient the x-y plane, relative co-ordinate system 1.

If YROT is outside the range +,- 85 degrees, and advisory is typed ano
" the routine exited.

p ON EXIT
* Z1ROT,YROT are unchanged
* Z2ROT contains the z'-axis rotation require to rotate the x"-axis into
• the north plane.

DATA DTR/O.01
7
453293/ !degrees to radians

Z IR-Z 1RO'T'DTR
YR - YROT DTR
IF (YROT.GT.85. .OR. YROT.LT.-85.) THEN

* TYPE *, 'Subroutine XR.MOT, x-y" plane is too near vertical,

EXITED S/R with X2RCT-O'
RETURN

Calculate the z"-axis rotation required to put x"-axis in the north
plane.

CSZI - COSD (ZIROT)
SNZI - SND(ZIROT)
CSY - CCSD(YRCT)
SNY - SIN-- (YROT)
TNY - TAND(YROT)

XCLIN is the angle beteween the x-axis of co-ordinate system I and the
vertex formed by the intersection of the x"-y" plane and the nor,.h
plane.

CSXCLIN- (I.TNY**2*CSZ:*2)*-.5 'COS(XCLIN)
SNXCLIN- TNY*CSZ1"CSXCLIN !SINtXCLIN)

S:w- 1.
Ir(SNZI.NE.0) SIGN - -SNZI/ABS(SNZI)
Z2.ROT - SI(*ACOS CSZ :CSYeCSXCLINSNYSNXCLIN)/DTR
RETU RN

END
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SUBROUYTINE XF74ZYZ (ZlROT, YROT, MOT, X, Y, Z)

Given co-ordInate system~ 1, which can be imagined to have the xt-axis
pointing north, the y-axis east and the z-axis vertically up;

* the co-ordinates of a point (point A) in co-ordinate system 1 - X, Y, Z

and the ZY,Z rotations (Z1ROT,YRtOT,Z2ROT) that define a second co-ordinate
systm relative to system 1, system 2, (both co-ordinate sytens are

left-handed so positive angles are clc.-k-wise(

this subroutine calculates the co-ordinates of the point X,Y,Z in co-
ordinate s,-stini 2 (- X-, Y, Z.)

ON ENTRY
ZIROT,YROT,ZRO'r are the Z,Y,Z rotations in degrees that define

co-ordinate sytem 2 relative co-ordinate system 1.

X,Y, Z are the coordinates of point A in the original coordinate system.

* ON EXIT
ZlROTYR TZ2ROr are unchanged
X, Y, 2 are t he co-ordinates of point A In co-ordinate system 2

C REQUIRED SUBhROUTINES
C ROTATE it performs a rotational transformation about a selected axis

C ....................................................................

REAL * 4 V(3)

V (2) -Y
V (3) -Z
CALL ROTATE(ZIRO',3,V)
CALL ROTATE(YROT2,V(
CALL ROTATE(Z2ROT,3,V)
X-Vt(

4 Y-V(2)
Z-V(3)
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S..~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - ------------***********************S...

SUBROUTINE *,OTATE (AMG, IAX, V)

A. Collier 11 Feb/87 version, original 10 Dec/85
* This subroutine performs a rotational transformation of the vector

V to put the vector into a coord system rotated about the IAX axis
* by an angle ANG (degrees) relative to the original coord system.
* Coordinate systems are assumed to be left-handed in which a positive
* rotation is rotation in a clockwise direction.

ON ENTRY
ANG - The angle in degrees by which the original coord system

* rotated to obtain the new system
* lAX - The axis about which the above rotation takes place

I indicates a-axis, 2 the y-axis and 3 the z-axis
V - The vector to be transformed into the new system

OEXTANG and IAX unchanged
V - The transformed vector

REAL*4 V(3),VT(3),C(3,3)

IF(ANG.EQO.) RETURN !no transformation required
CSA-COSD (ANG)
SNA-SIND ( ANG)
C(1,1-1. !rotational coefs for x rotation
C(1,2)-O.
C(1, 3)-.
C(2, 1)-C.
C(2,2)-CSA
C(2,3)-SNA
C(3, 1)-C.
C(3,2)--SNA
C(3,3)-CSA

INC-IAX-l !index increment
DO 10 1-1,3

IX-1-INC
IF(IX.LE.0) IX-IX+3
VT(I)-0. * initialization
DO 10 J-1,3

JX-J- INC
IF(JX.LE.0) JX-JX+3
VT(I)-VT(I)+V(J) C(IX. JX)

10 CONTINUE

D0 20 1-1,3
20 V(I)-VI(I

RETURN
END
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